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The primary purpose of the study was to . identify and 

describe the arguments used in the sex education controversy 

in the Dallas Independent School District. The issue was 

examined as a debate and as a social movement promoted and 

resisted by community rhetoricians. Arguments were elicited 

from interviews with rhetoricians on both sides of the issue. 

The sex education movement in Dallas developed as pro-

ponents pointed to the rise of unwanted pregnancies and 

venereal disease as needs to be resolved. Proponents defined 

sex education to include, biology of sex organs and the emo-

tional relationship between males and females. The Dallas 

County Medical Society was the organization with the prestige 

and ability sufficient to investigate the problem and make 

recommendations. Members of the medical profession, Planned 

Parenthood and the Mental Health Association supported adop-

tion of a broad program in sex education. 

Arguments of the proponents were based on the belief 

that premarital pregnancies and venereal disease were due to 

the young peoples' ignorance about sex. They felt children 

were being stimulated by mass media and needed to be educated 

in concepts of sexuality to prevent distortions of their 



roles as sexual beings. They maintained that the home was not 

educating the child in the area of sex; therefore, the school 

was the logical agency to provide this education. 

Proponents spoke to various civic organizations, parent 

and ministerial groups. Individuals talked with school offi-

cials in an effort to expand the program of sex education. 

The sheer prestige of the advocates presented a formidable 

argument. 

One weakness of the proponents was that they had diffi-

culty in realizing that there could be serious opposition to 

their program; therefore, they viewed opponents as "Birchers" 

or non-objective persons. Another weakness was the lack of 

concreteness in their arguments and evidence. 

Resistance to the sex education movement began when pub-

licity in news media and magazine articles appeared in late 

1968. Some children became disturbed over films shown in 

school and parents began to investigate the situation. Oppo-

nents appeared before school officials individually but were 

not satisfied with their efforts. A petition with 1900 sig-

natures was presented to the school board in August, 1969, in 

protest to the sex education program. Citizens United for 

Education (CUE) and the Movement to Restore Decency (MOTQREDE) 

were the organizations which resited sex education in the 

schools. 

Opponents were concerned that sex education would go be-

yond physiology and include copulation and contraception. The 



opponents argued that sex education would increase rather than 

decrease sexual promiscuity and that the proper place to teach 

about sex was in the home. In addition, the lack of qualified 

teachers was presented as an insurmountable problem. 

The opponents gained most of their support by talking 

with other parents. Life Line radio broadcasts reinforced op-

position to sex education and MOTQREDE showed film strips to 

various groups. Exposure in the news media aided in advancing 

their arguments. 

The primary weakness of the opponents was in their rhe-

torical strategy. Also, some opponents were perceived as 

extremists or obstructionists. The opponents needed support 

from professional people such as medical doctors and psychol-

ogists. 

Recommendations include the need for a longtitudinal 

study of the effects of sex education and an instrument to 

measure community attitudes concerning various meanings of 

sex education. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A recent newspaper article reports that the controversy 

over sex education in the public schools continues to spread 

across the United States. To this date more than half of the 

state legislatures have either taken up the issue recently or 

will do so in the next session.-'- The previous statement under-

lines the reason for many articles in professional and lay 

magazines^ which are devoted to the topic of sex education in 

the schools. 

Because of the nature of the subject, deep emotions are 

stirred in parents when the topic is mentioned. The impor-

tance of the issue cannot be overestimated. 

A healthful approach to sexual relations, willing-
ness and ability to impart sexual information in a 
manner proportionate to the child's stage of develop-
ment — these are among the elements which foster 
healthy sexual attitudes and behavior in the young.3 

I 
The Christian Science Monitor, November 22, 1969. 

^Joseph N. Bell, "Why the Revolt Against Sex Education?" 
Good Housekeeping, CLXIX (November, 1969), 92ff., and Carl T. 
•Rowan and David M. Mazie, "Sex-Education: Powderkeg in Our 
Schools," Reader's Digest, XCV (October, 1969), 73-78. 

O _ 
Jinterfaith Commission on Marriage and Family Life, 

"Interfaxth Statement on Sex Education," Catholic School 
Journal, LXVIII (December, 1968), 43. 



The place of the educational institution in the teaching 

of sex education is an important concern. One position is 

that "responsibility for sex education belongs primarily to 

the child's parents or guardians.The disagreement with 

that position is that most parents are not adequately pre-

pared to fulfill this obligation. 

It is difficult to define the role of the public school, 

a social institution> in this type of instruction because of 

its influence on the student's social attitude. "The sexual 

attitudes of children develop as part of their general social 

attitudes. Furthermore, respectful and considerate sexual 

attitudes help create healthy social attitudes."5 

The sex-education issue has been raised in the Dallas 

Independent School District (DISD) because proponents and 

opponents of the subject have approached the school adminis-

tration in private and through the press. Various organiza-

tions have attempted to influence the district to change its 

curricula in the area of sex education. 

Purposes of the Stxidy 

The primary purpose of this study was to identify and 

describe the arguments used in the sex education controversy 

'KIbid« 5]-bid. 



in the Dallas Independent School District. More specifically, 

the purposes were as follows: to examine the sex education 

issue as a debate; to determine the issue as perceived by 

those holding differing viewpoints; and, to analyze communica-

tion techniques by rhetoricians. 

Definition of Terms 

The terms used in this study are defined as follows: 

1. Sex education refers to (1) education dealing with 

the process and problems of reproduction, and (2) education 

/ 

designed to provide the individual with the understanding and 

control of his sex impulses and behavior.6 

2. Sex instruction refers to instruction in copulation 

or birth control. 

Limitations of the Study 
# 

The following limitations were accepted: 

1. The study was concerned with the sex education 

activities and arguments used in the Dallas Independent School 

District only. 

2. The study was limited to the issue as it developed 

in the ten years prior to September 15, 1970. 

°Carter V. Good, editor. Dictionary; or Education, (New 
York, 1959), p. 498. "" 
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Significance of the Study 

Sex education in the public schools has become a very 

controversial subject nationwide. Many emotionally-based 

assertions have been expressed in an effort to gain support 

for a particular position on the issue. Some school districts 

have found their school board meetings disrupted by antago-

nists, such as a crowd of 3,000 at a Washington™Phoenix school 

board meeting which necessitated police to restore order. 

Other disruptions have occured in Kansas, Utah and New Jersey.^ 

One of the prime targets for opponents of sex edueacion 

in the public schools is the Sex Information and Education 

Council of the United States (SIECUS) which was organised in 

1964. SIECUS is "a nonprofit, voluntary health organization 

dedicated to the establishment and exchange of information and 

education about human sexual behavior." Among the objections 

to SIECUS is the claim that its officers and founders are, or 

have been, associated with the Communist party. It is further 

claimed that their association with the magazine, Sexoloj^y, 

casts suspicion on their motives.9 

''"What Tactics Should a Board Expect?" American School 
Board Journal, CLVII (August, 1969), p. 10. 

8Phi Delta Kappan, XLIX (May, 1968), p. 479. 

9 Gary Allen, Sex Education. Problems, (Belmont, Mass., 
1969), p. 6. 
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ig One of the most widely circulated pamphlets attacking 

materials suggested by SIECUS is by Drake, who is associated 

with Christian Crusade, Billy James Hargis, leader of the 

Christian Crusade, is known as a strong anti-communist cru-

sader. Drake attacks SIECUS as being influenced by Communist 

sympathizers. 

In 1969 the Movement to Restore Decency (MOTOREDE) was 

formed by the John Birch Society, and chapters of MOTOREDE •* 

developed in communities throughout the nation. This organi-

zation is quite vigorous in its opposition to sex education 

partly because of the individuals associated with it. Among 

those denounced by MOTOREDE for association with the Commu-

nists are Isadore Rubin and Mary Carderone, officials of 

SIECUS. 

Other groups in opposition to sex education have sprung 
« 

up locally across the nation. A few of them are: Sanity on 

Sex (SOS), Mothers Organized for Moral Stability (MOMS), and 

Parents Opposed to Sex Education (FOSE). These groups have 

been joined by some doctors, psychologists and clergymen in 

opposition to sex education. 

•^Gordon V. Drake, Is the School Bouse the Proper Place 
to Teach Raw Sex?1' (Tulsa, Okla. , 1968) . 



Kelvin Munn, commentator for "Life Line," a daily radio 

broadcast, defends the opposition to sex education. In ref-

erence to Sweden, his comments in a recent broadcast were: 

The King's personal physician in Sweden, Dr. Ull 
Nordwall, joined 140 other prominent physicians to peti-
tion the Swedish government to reverse the disastrous 
trends in sex education there. The group charged: "The 
advanced pedagogues who now rule Swedish education have 
bombarded school children with sexual instruction for 
which their immaturity ill fits them. The whole matter 
of sexual education has been unnaturally inflated, pro-
ducing an obsession among adolescents."^ 

In Dallas, the concern for sex education in the public 

schools has been present for some time. Public notice of 

the problem appeared in the form of a policy statement by the 

then superintendent of schools. 

In a" major policy statemeht~Wednesday"regarding 
the school's role in sex education, Supt. W. T. White 
said that certain aspects of home and family life and 
sex. education are more appropriate to the home, church 
and doctor's office. . . . 

But the district believes that information provided 
in the public schools should be of a "factual and scien-
tific nature, appropriate to the ages and grades of the 
pupiIs invoIved. 

"We reject the teaching of specifics such as the 
use of birth control devices., including contraceptives 
and pills," Dr. White said. 

In the Spring of 1967, the school district published a 

"Blue Book" which outlined sex education in a broad concept 

H-Melvin Munn, "Life Line Freedom Talk No. 18," (Dallas 
November 14, 1969), p. 3. 

^^Dallas Morning News, December 8, 1966. 



in context with social studies, science, and health classes. 

Staff members contacted the Dallas County Medical Society, 

the Parent-Teachers Association, and the Pastoral Counseling 

and Education Center, which is under the Dallas Council of 

Churches, and appraised these groups of the plans of the 

school district. Staff members of the school administration 

were invited to meetings with Planned Parenthood of Dallas 

where ideas and problems on sex education were discussed.^3 

The school administration sought support of its program from 

these groups. 

Members of these groups, acting as individual citizens 

and patrons, met informally with appropriate assistant super-

intendents,—---These- individuals made clear-to the school, their 

position and problems with sex education. These meetings 

took place over a period of about a year.-'-4 

e 

While local people were making known their positions in 

personal contacts, visiting experts on sex education were 

interviewed by the newspapers and may have increased the fear? 

of some in regard to sex education. A local newspaper re-

ported- an interview with Helen Manly in which some statements 

-^statement by Herman Benthul, Assistant Superintendent 
of Schoo1s, June 15, 1970, 

14Ibid. 
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could cause adverse feeling on the part of some parents. She 

is reported to have said that people who criticize sex ed-

ucation are "confused about what morals are."^ Further: 

Teachers must be "freed from themselves" through 
training programs "to get rid of their inhibitions," 
she-said. "They also must be freed from any objection 
of the board of education because teachers shouldn't 
have to stick their necks out to give this training. 

While waiting for a report of a study committee of the 

Dallas Medical Society, the DISD had been proceding slowly .• 

with the development of sex education in the schools. Then 

new emphasis began in the 1967-1968 school year and, sub-

sequently some parental criticism was reported. 

After having heard some speakers on the subject, the 

Pub lie Affairs Luncheon Club " of ~ Dal las passed a resolution 

concerning the teaching of sex education in the public 

*1 O 

schools. ° This action was a prelude of the current contro-

versy over sex education which became noticeable in Summer, 

-^Dallas Morning News, July 3, 1958. 

16Ibid. 

^Dallas Morning News, June 19, 1969. It might be noted 
that the report of the Medical Society was not made to the 
press, but copies of the findings were sent to all of the 
school districts in the County. 

lSpublic Affairs Luncheon Club of Dallas, "Resolution: 
Concerning the Teaching of Sex in the Public Schools," At>ri 1 
21, 1969. 



1969. In June the DISD school board pronounced the dis-

trict's program in sex education noncontroversial, although 

there was a hint that critics might come forth. 

Dr. Benthul said Dallas teachers try to "put 
sexuality in broad concepts and not venture into the 
particulars" of such subjects as venereal disease and 
contraception. 

"Principals and teachers try to determine what is 
good taste, what the community is ready for and what 
the teachers feel like doing. We always tell them that 
it is better to do nothing than to do'this poor ly," 
he said. J 

True to expectations, the critics did come forth. In 

early August a petition was presented to the Dallas schools 

which opposed the sex education program. 

Citizens United for Education, a parent organiza-
tion petitioned Dallas schools Thursday opposing the 
"districts" sex education program. 

The petition, boasting 1,900 signatures, was pre-
sented to Assistant Supt. Herman Benthul. It expresses 
concern about the sex education program, saying it "vio-
lates the constitutional rights of every parent."20 

* 

The petition asked for the withdrawal of a sex education 

booklet and for after-hour classes for those who desired sex 

education for their children. The Citizens United for Educa-

tion (CUE) organization was assured of consideration of its 

petition. The next week, page one headlines included "Sex 

-I Q 

x-'Dallas Morning News , June 1969. 

^Qpallas Morning News, August 8, 1969. 
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Education Program Revised After Protest." The lead para-

graph stated, "A new set of administrative guidelines for 

the Dallas Independent School District's sex education pro-

gram, eliminating the program in elementary grades and making 

other parts optional, were announced Wednesday."21 This 

action was backed up editorially in the paper two days later.22 

The Dallas Times Herald surveyed several ministers in 

Dallas and found that clergymen seemed to have a wide diver-

gence of views on the issue. However, some consensus was 

found. 

A general consensus among church leaders would 
indicate the schools should deal with the basic bio-
logical facts, the churches with moral values and " the ' 
family with inter-personal relationships -- an exper-

ience of..one's total personality. ... . . 
A major issue continues to plague both sides. 
"Part of the problem is the definition of termi-

nology of sex education it is more than the physiology 
of the act of sex," said Dr. C. Kenneth P e p p e r . 2 3 

$ 

One of the actions by the Dallas school board has been 

the appointment of a Home and Family Life Education Committee 

which was charged to study the sex education issue and make 

recommendations for its inclusion in the curriculum. At first, 

the committee's deliberations were private, but in January, 

91 

Dallas Morning News, August 14, 1963. 

^Dallas Morning News, August 16, 1969. 

~^Dallas Times KaraId, January 13, 1970. 
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1970, "School Board member John Plath Green has accused the 

school district's citizens committee on sex education of 

'sealing Itself from the public' and called for an open door 

policy."24 A week later the school board instructed the 

committee to open its doors to the public. 

A serious problem in communications became evident a 

short time later. A sex education critic called the meetings 

a farce, and he told the board that 

"Some of us went to two of the open meetings and 
at the first one we were only allowed to watch. . . . 
We observed a committee completely stacked against those 
who oppose this program," McDonald told the board. 

He said six non-committee members were allowed to 
.speak. five minutes _each at the. ..second .meeting.,... "After. . 

we spoke, the board then continued its discussion as 
if nothing had happened. They didn't even acknowledge 

— -that-we had said- anything.-"-25 . -

On April 22, 1970, the committee made a report of common 

values of the community to the school board. While, this re-

port was a reflection of the majority members of the committee, 

a minority report, signed by opponents to sex education, charged 

that the committee did not fulfill its original function.26 

On June 10, 1970, the school district published an admin-

istrative statement concerning the sex education issue. In 

^'Dallas Times Herald, January 28, 1970. 

25Pallas Times Herald, January 29, 1970. 

26pallas Times Herald, April 23, 1970. 
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the statement was an acknowledgement that the issue was con-

troversial and that parents would have to give permission for 

their child to attend a class in sex education. The state-

ment acknowledged the work of the advisory committee and its 

report which formed the basis of the administration's position. 

The school administration appointed a new City-Wide Citizens 

Committee made up of a representative parent from each high 

71 

school community in the district. 

The City-Wide committee held an open meeting on July 16, 

1970 to hear the arguments for and against sex education and 

the administration's statement. This committee was to continue 

to review the materials on sex education and advise the central 

school- administration.—Parent-committees in each school were,., 

to advise the principal on the suitability of the materials 

for that community and oversee the instruction. 

Sex may be described as the most personal and most power-

ful force in the world. Few issues considered at school board 

meetings can result in the bitterness and divisiveness that 

the sex education issue generates, An analysis of arguments 

used in this volatile issue might assist school boards in ar-

riving at rational solutions to the problem of sex education. 

27oallas Independent School District, Sex Education in 
the Dallas Independent School District Adml.nl.stracive State-
ment, (Dallas. Texas5 June 10, 1970). 
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The design of succeeding chapters intends to provide the 

reader with an insight to the problem in Dallas. Professional 

and related literature is discussed in Chapter II, followed by 

the procedures of the study in Chapter I I I . The arguments are 

analyzed in Chapter IV along with rhetorical activities. The 

last chapter will contain conclusions and recommendations. 



CHAPTER II 

BACKGROUND AND RELATED LITERATURE 

There is no dearth of materials on the subject of sex 

education. Sex education has been widely publicized in schol-

arly journals, books, pamphlets and popular magazines, and 

ideas from them offer the reader a variety of approaches. In 

addition, supporters and antagonists have propagandized their 

causes in various written forms, However, one cannot consider 

an idea or opinion in isolation; therefore, the ideas and opin-

ions concerning sex education must be studied in relation to 

the rhetoric of social movements. 

Former generations did not receive their sex education 

from written materials, "Since che beginning of the human 

race, much of the knowledge. attitudes and skills for the roles 

of the male and female, have been acquired through the mecha-

nism of enculturation.Since Adam knew Eve, some form of 

sex education has taken place. In cultures where most of the 

population Is involved in agriculture, -sex education is the •• -

•'-George Szasz, "Sex Education avid the Teacher," Joujrnal 
of Schoo1 Healths XL (March, 1970), 132. 

14 
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natural result when animals are seen in their reproductive 

behavior. 

The program of sex education in Sweden is widely publi-

cized. Sex education became compulsory in 1956, and the 

teachers used the handbook, Sex Instruction in Swedish Schools. 

The topics themselves caused little controversy, but the atti-

tude toward premarital sex created many problems.^ 

J.n contrast to Sweden, the Soviet Union takes a very 

strong stance against any instruction In human sex. All sex-

ual activity outside of marriage is condemned, including 

premarital relations and masturbation. It is maintained that: 

the de-emphasis on sexual knowledge enables the student to 

become technologically competent and a- devoted social- recon*--- - -

Q 

structionist.^ 

Sex education in the United States assumes a position 

between the extremes of Sweden and the Soviet Union. Thomp-

son, Nelson and Farwell report there Is a great need for sex 

education among adolescents, citing increasing venereal di-

sease, illegitimacy and marriage among high school students 

as reasons for being concerned over the situation. The home, 

^Robert M. Bjork, "An international Perspective on Var-
ious Issues in Sex Education as an Aspect of Health Education,1 

Journal of School Health, XXXIX (October, 1969), 526. 

'Ibid. , p. 520. 
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according to these authors, has failed to live up to its 

responsibility as a source of sex information and most sex 

information comes from peers or through one's own exper-

iences.^" 

There are several reasons for this lack of parental guid-

ance, but they may be summarized as a feeling of inadequacy 

on the part of parents to explain or respond to questions of 

children on the subject of sex. This feeling is probably the 

reason many parents feel that the schools should give infor-

mation about sex.-* Thompson, Nelson and Farwell recommend 

that sex education should include biological facts and such 

information that will develop proper social attitudes. A 

•successful"program would include "a sound philosophy;- com-

prehensive, planned objectives; the support of the local com-

munity; and competent teachers committed to the achievement 
* 

of the objectives of the program. 

Elias and Gephard review data based on interviews of 

children from four to fourteen, gathered by the late Alfred 

Kinsey. They report that sex information among children 

- . . .^Michael. L. Thompson, Robert. E,...Nelson and Gay lord H. 
Farwell, "Sex Education: A Ball Nobody Carries," Clearing 
House, XXXIX (February, 1965), 353-353. 

-'Ibid. , p. 355. °Ibld. , p. 357 
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varies with the socio-economic status of the parent. Chil-

dren of blue collar workers obtain most of their information 

from peers while children from middle and upper class families 

tend to get more information from parents, especially the 

mother. Lower class children lack information from informed 

sources.^ 

liulholland believes that the school must assume a greater 

responsibility in covering the subject of sex education. Bio-

logical facts of human reproduction are essential to under-

standing health and science, but are only a small part of the 

complete sex education program. , The larger concern includes 

the personal meaning of the emotional implications of physical 

maturation; thus, problems such as dating, manners and parties, 

are uppermost in the minds of adolescents, whether it is 

called sex education or social education, the questions of the 

morality of necking, petting or "'making out" need to be ex-

plored through open discussion. Kulholland further contends 

that both boys and girls should participate in group discus-

sions of these subjects." 

7 
'James Slias and Paul""Gephard, "Sexuality "and Sexual 

Learning in Childhood," Phi Delta Ka.rpan, L (march, 1952), 
401-405. " """ 

n-. 
Walter il. Mulholland, 553ex or Social Education," Clear-

to: House, LXI (February, 1957), 332-333. ' ~ 
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One concern should be the discovery of what pupils want 

to know about sex. Poppen sought to find out what a class of 

8th grade boys wanted in a physiology course. Topics most 

suggested by the class included the prevention of pregnancy, 

process of fertilization, and clarification of the feeling of 

sexual desire. No position was taken by Poppen on whether or 

not such information should be presented in school.^ 

Oberteuffer recognizes needs for factual information in 

the area of sex education, but the teacher needs to know more 

than just biology. He needs to know cultural values and the 

Christian and Judaic doctrines relating to chastity, modesty, 

monogamy, marriage customs and divorce.-'-® He stresses that 

"these -three cultural objectives ~~ ...chastity, monogamy.,. and 

the everlasting marriage, are the most deeply rooted patterns 

1 1 — 

in our society.' if one tries to teach xd-thout this back-

drop he will hinder the success of a sax education program. 

Also to be avoided is bad taste in the form of four-letter 

words, drawing of genitals and descriptions of copulation. 

%/illiam A. Poppen, "Sex Education Needs of Eighth Grade 
Boys," Clearing House, XLII (March, 1963), 397. 

•^Dalbert Obertueffer, "Some Things We Need and Some 
Things We Do Not Need in Sex Education -- 1970," Journal of 
School Health, XL (February, 1970), 54-64. 

11I_Mud. , p. 56. -^Ibid. , p. 62. 
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Donaldson surveyed some of the programs of sex education 

in various school districts across the nation. In some schools 

sex education is reserved for one or two grades, while others 

are innovating sequential programs on a K-8 or a K-1.2 span. 

Most programs deal with both the biological and social aspects 

of sex. Menstruation is a topic usually touched on, and oc-

casionally masturbation is discussed, but he found no programs 

that included the teaching of sexual techniques or specific 

methods of birth control. Separate classes for boys and girls 

as well as coeducational classes are used in the schools. 

Kansas City, Missouri schools include television as an instrue-

"I O 

tional media in sex education. 

Preising and Uadleigh recommend the use of programmed in-

struction as an appropriate and practical solution to the 

problem of sex education in .the public school. The advantages 

would be to inform the parents ahead of time of the exact con-

tent, eliminate teacher variableness and misinterpretation, 

and the pupil would be saved embarrassment of group instrue-

11' 

tion. 

j-3 . . . . ... _ _ 
J. L, Donaldson, ''Innovative Programs in Sex Education 

PTA Magazine, LXIV (January, 1970), 25-28. 

-^Paul P. Preising and Clarence B. Uadleigh, Jr., "Fam-
ily Life Education: An Imperative Heed," Clearing; House, LXI 
(February, 1967), 331. 

?! 
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Cerrera recommends a curriculum for high schools which 

begins with a unit on the nature of men and women and con-

tinues through dating, love, marriage, and family management 

and planning. The purpose for such a curriculum is to help 

reduce youthful marriages and develop proper attitudes toward 

sound marital experience. 

A program for some junior high students in Albany, 

Georgia is reported by Kimbrough. Most of the girls who had 

dropped out of school in the 1961-1962 school year had done 

so because of pregnancy. Subsequently, a program of parent 

information and teaching units in reproduction, social activ-

ities and family living was instituted. Over the next three 

years,,_..the..dropout..rate due to pregnancy .had slightly, decreased 

and the increase of venereal disease among teenagers was some-

what reduced. 

Darden's study of sex education in Georgia, revealed not 

only that there was a need for sex education in the high 

school, but also that there were many areas where sex educa-

tion was a part of the subject matter of the course. Although 

•^Michael A. Cerrera, "Family Life Education: A Cur-
riculum Proposal for High Schools," Clearing House, XLII (March, 
1968), 394-396. 

^°Ruth T. Kimbrough, "SOS for Junior High Students," 
C1earing Honse, LXI (September, 1956), 45-43. 
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some teachers were including topics of sex education in their 

courses, many were not, even though the topic was pertinent 

to the subject, Darden recommended the expansion of certain 

courses to include instruction in sex education, and he also 

recommended that all students who plan to teach take a course 

in sex education.^ 

The obvious problems of instruction in premarital con-

traception in the schools is discussed by Pohlrnan. Society, 

does not condone premarital pregnancy and there is a need 

to inform those teenagers who are already engaging in inter-

course about contraceptives. He stiggests that schools, if 

they choose to do so, have a number of ways to promote pre-

marital contraception including" the referral of "students to " 

physicians and agencies where information and supplies may 

1 °> 
be obtained. 

* 

As early as 1961, Walker reported several sources of 

potential trouble in sex education. Inadequately prepared 

teachers or those with their own emotional problems are not 

likely to be good teachers of sex education. In addition, 

1 7 
. . .. Joseph Samuel Darden, Jr., "A Study of Placement .of 
Sex Education in the Curricula of Selected High Schools in 
Georgia," unpublished doctoral dissertation, School of Ed-
ucation, Mew York University, New York City, 1963, 

•^Edward Pohlrnan, "Premarital Contraception and the 
School," Phi Delta Kappati, XLIX (Hay, 1963), 495-500. 
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fearful administrators who react emotionally to adverse com-

ments by parents could further confound the situation.. He 

concludes: 

(a) It is as important to have adequate training for 
teaching about sex as for teaching in any other areas. 
(b) Sex instruction should be integrated with the re-
lated material of a class in family life educ.at5.on. 
(c) Good liaison between the teacher and his adminis-
trators is essential. ̂  

The problems that a teacher must face in the role of a 

sex educator are considered by Szasz. He states that the 

classroom is a miniature community where "the maleness or the 

femaleness of the teacher is in itself a potent sex educa-

tional experience for-the students.-"^ lie suggests- three - -

guidelines for the teacher: (1) the teacher must not be 

caught up in the emotions of a person or group, (2) the 

teacher should keep an open mind, and (3) the teacher must 

recognise his own limitation;!. Szasz believes that the suc-

cess of the program "should be in terms of the change in 

social and health legislations of the future as they pertain 

to the recognition of the basic unconditional worth of the 

rs -f 

individual human being.nZ'1' 

•^Joseph E. Walker, "Scrae Uses arid Abuses of Family Life 
Education," Clearing I-kmsoa XXXVI (December, 1961), p. 2.01. 

2^3sasz, 0j35 Git. s p. 152. -̂'-Ibia. t p# 154. 
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Hoyman states that the "puritan ethic is no longer a 

dominant force in regulating the lives of modern A m e r i c a n s . " 2 2 

He takes to task the extremist views of favoring complete sex-

ual freedom, social responsibility and humanistic beliefs. In 

spite of more frankness on the subject of sex, he contends 

that findings in current research indicate that three out of 

four college girls are virgins. He assesses that morals are 

stable and that mores of freely discussing sex is changing 

at colleges. He reports that Sweden's example of sexual free-

dom is no panacea because of the problems it generates.23 

Spruiell maintains that many problems in formal sex ed-

ucation stem from a c ommunicati on problem. Because of this, 

sex educatiorr "can- become -harmful, - stirring up adolescent anx-

ieties rather than helping resolve them. Courses should be 

planned to supplement spontaneous learning of young people, 

and the qualification of teachers should be taken into account.24 

In spite of problems generated, programs have been start-

ed in urban and suburban areas such as New York, New Orleans, 

and Anaheim. Gudridge reports that the Illinois legislature 

9 9 
Howard. S. Hoyman,. "Sex and American College Girls To* 

day," Child and Family, VII (Winter, 1968)', 20. 

23ifcid., pp. 20-30. 

2^Vann Spruiell, "Adolescent Sex Education: A Cautious 
View,'' Child and Family, VII (Winter, 1968), 8-14. 
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passed a Sex Education Act in 1955 which offers assistance to 

local boards which desire to set up programs in sex education. 

A Division of Sex Education was established under the office 

25 

of the state superintendent for instruction. 

The Union High School District, Anaheim, California, be-

gan its program earlier than Illinois. As a result of a 

survey of adults in the community, it was discovered that 92 

percent of the sample felt that there must be sex education . • 

on the junior and senior high school levels. From this be-

ginning, an elaborate program developed. 

The New Orleans, Louisiana public schools conducted a 

survey of 550 registered voters randomly selected throughout 

"the" district. ~ Eighty"~pereeht of~ the voters "felt that" sex' ed-

ucation should be started in the schools, with the largest 

numbers suggesting the 5th, 6th and 7th grades as the best 

place to s t a r t . T h e report discusses the need for sex 

education and the problems encountered in planning the 

program. 

Young suggests that there is still a lack of research 

data necessary to build a theoretical base for the sex 

^Beatrice H. Gudridge, Sex Education in Schools, (Wash-
ington, D. C., 1959), p. 5. 

^°Ibid., p. 13. 

2'Family Life and Sex Education, (New Orleans, La.. 1968) , 
p. 41 (E?OCfED 027 580)7 
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education program. He feels that long range studies are 

needed to evaluate the effectiveness of sex education.28 

Some definitive research in the area of sex education 

has taken place. Auerback analyzed science and health text-

books to ascertain how well they fulfilled objectives of sex 

education. He found no combination of series of health and 

science textbooks were capable of fulfilling objectives from 

the first to the twelfth g r a d e s . 2 9 

Redcay investigated reactions of a select group of high 

school seniors and college freshmen to a film dealing with 

teenage dating behavior. She found that although fewer than 

ten percent had engaged in intercourse, this group was not 

"stigmatized by its peers. The subjects reported a lack of 

opportunity to discuss dating problems with parents. The 

findings support the view that more education is needed in 

the area of boy-girl relationship and that parental education 

was needed to be able to cope with their teenagers. The sub-

jects were in favor of a film on dating used in a classroom,30 

2Brichard C, Young, "Reactions to a Fifth Grade Program 
in Sex Education," Journal of School Health, XL (January, 
1970), 32. 

OQ 
"Richard Carlton Auerback, "An Analysis of Science and. 

Health Textbooks Relative to Objectives of Sex Education," un-
published doctoral dissertation, School of Education, State 
University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y., 1968. 

JU 0t -r Lillian Bilkey Redcay, "Adolescent Reactions to a Fil 
Regarding Pre-marital Sex Experiences," unpublished doctoral 
disssrfcation, School of Education, Pennsylvania. Svate Univer-
sity, University Park, Penn., 1964. 

m 



Hoch investigated the effect of a unit on human repro-

duction in a general biology course at a large midwestern 

high school. The experimental group showed a significant in-

crease in the students1 level of confidence in decision malting 

ability regarding sexual behavior, in liberal attitudes to-

ward population control, and in tolerance toward sexual 

deviants. He concluded that students who have instruction in-

human reproduction do not become more permissive in their atti-

31 
tudes toward sexual behavior for either males or females. 

A New York City pilot program in sex education was re-

ported by Lloyd and Wrightstone. The results indicated that 

teachers and students held . similar . views about: _ the. j?urrieu.lum 

and that student attitudes of the program were generally fav-

orable, although some lack of support and unfavorable attitudes 

were noted. The mean scores of younger pupils1 attitude ques-

tionnaires were significantly higher than the older groups and 

the females scored significantly higher than the males. The 

report recommended more teacher training, increased parental 

participation and improvement in instructional materials. 2 

•^•Loren Lee Hoch, "Attitude Change as a Function of Sex 
Education in a High School General Biology Class,n unpublished 
doctoral dissertation. School of Education, Indiana University 
B looming ton, Incl., 1963. 

^Helen M. Lloyd and J. Wayne Wrightstone, Family Living, 
Including Sex Education, Final Report, (Brooklyn, N. Y. , 1968). 
(ERICEET02S~S7G)7 
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A joint committee from the American Medical Association 

and the National Education Association has published a series 

of booklets for sex education. Lerrigo and Southard wrote 

two of themj one for children in grades four, five and six, 

the other for boys and girls of junior high school age. The 

former pamphlet tells the story of how life begins, how ba-

bies are born and changes that occur in the onset of adoles-

cense. Line drawings show graphically growth patterns, 

internal and external sex organs, and the development of the 

fetus and childbirth.-3^ The pamphlet for teenagers contains 

information about adolescent physical changes including men-

struation and seminal emissions. Additional details con-

cerning sex organs and functions are-included, but'.a 

significant addition on dating and boy-girl relationship is 

designed to help the adolescent become aware of his sexuality. 

In addition to literature covering the broad scope of 

sex education, the controversy over sex education has been 

reported in various publications. The American School. Board 

Journal devoted a portion of one issue to the reporting of 

33 
Marion 0. Lerrigo and Helen Southard, A Story About You, 

(Chicago, 111., 1966). ' "" ~ " 
O/, 
J-rMarion 0. Lerrigo and Helen Southard, Finding Yourself, 

(Chicago, 111., 1968). - — 
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the problems school boards face when the Ifsue of sex educa-

tion develops In the school district. The opponents of sex 

education in the schools were identified as (1) far right 

groups such as the Christian Crusade and the John Birch Soci-

ety, (2) religious groups, usually fundamentalists who claim 

that sex education is anti-religion and anti-God, (3) parents 

who are horrified, at the use of terms in the biology of human 

reproduction, and (4) well-meaning parents who were confused, 

by archoppoo.ents, The concerned middle is acknowledged along 

with some psychologists and physicians as sources of construc-

35 
tive protest. 

The Aneri can School Board Journal also pointed out the 

dangers~ of" sex education "a~s~"represen'ted to "the school ""board 

members by opponents, The claims are that sex education. (1) 

is a Communist plot, (2.) causes promiscuity and venereal dis-

ease, (3) is an invasion of the privacy of the family, (4) is 

presented in such a way as to exclude God and moral values, 

(5) is begun too early and goes too far and is psychologically 

damaging, and (6) is not taught, by qualified personnel, 

3 5-
"''VJho's "Fighting Sex Education?" American School Board 

Journal, LXIX (August, 1969), 8-9. " ~ ~ 
OS 

'What: Are the Critics Criticizing?" American School 
Board Journal, IXTX (August, 1969), 9. ° 
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School boards can expect certain tactics by opponents 

of sex education, the American School Board Journal also point-

ed out, The tactics begin with the formation of local com-

mittees who seek outside speakers to head rallies attacking 

sex education, Support is gathered, from local organizations, 

including churches, and school hoard meetings are sometimes 

disrupted by dissenters who ignore rules of order. The oppo-

nents of sex education are characterized as using unreasonable/ 

emotional appeals, distortions and half truths to impress 

patrons and school boards, and when all else fails, usin< !.g 

7 

threats and intimidations. 

The final article in the series makes suggestions for 

school-boards such^as 'demanding_do"c\imentation"~of 'charges and-

keeping oneself well informed on the sex education programs 

that are actually in progress in the local schools. A strong 
a 

public relations activity is recommended to acquaint the pub-

lie with the full details of the program and in seeking support 

from representative citizen groups. The school board member is 

admonished to maintain dignity and calmness in the face of 
30 

heated opposition. 

r^'What Tactics Should a Board Expect?" American School 
Board Journal, LXIX (August, 1959), 10-14. 

J^"Ho*i Are the Boards Standing Up?" American School Board 
Journal, LXIX (August, 1969), 15-17. ~ ~~ 
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Zazzaro reports various polls of adultss parents, and 

professional groups which show strong support for sex educa-

tion in the schools. She states several arguments for sex 

education: peer group information is unreliable and lack of 

sex knowledge leaves children bev7ildered. and full of anxieties, 

Also? sex education helps youngsters appreciate sex as a part 

of life and. allows them to develop their own personal stand-

ards based on understanding and concern for others. She lists 

seventeen national organizations which, support the concept of 

sex education in the schools. 

Gehret wrote a series of articles 011 the sex education 

controversy for the Christian""Science' Monitor. He'"reports 

..that, many oftheprob 1 ems arise from school administrators 

not being sufficiently candid with parents. Sometimes the 

first a parent will know of a program will be when his child 

brings home some comment or question from a sex education 

class.^'J 

Part of the dispute is centered on the age when a child 

is given certain information. Some advocate a thirteen'-yeai' 

program (10-12) ; this is the position of SX.SCUS, Others 

-^Joanne Zazzaro, "Critics or Ho Critics, Most Americans 
Still Firmly Support Sex Education in. Schools," American. 
School Board Journal, LXIX (September, 1959), 30-32. 

'"^Kenneth B. Gehret, "The Fight Over Sex Education, >?o. 
1>f! Christian Science lionitor, Jamiary 24, 1970, 
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bslieve that children have a latency period during which the 

normal child has no interest in sex, and they believe that 

if; is harmful to force sexual preoccupation on those in the 

elementary school grades.^ 

Another important topic of controversy is the system of 

morality that is to be stressed in the school program. The 

humanist position of situation ethics is challenged by some 

clergymen who feel that it is impossible to be truly neutral 

about sexual conduct and that the moral premise of the teacher 

will be influential. 

The opposition to sex education became evident on the 

national scene in 1953, and became strong enough to cause some 

courses to be" modified -or- dropped-.- Much of the opposition—is 

locally generated, although the Christian Crusade and the 

John Birch Societ}? have been identified as the prominent oppo-

nents of sex education. The home town adversaries are labeled 

"Birchers" or narrow-minded extremists by opponents who'seek to 

discredit them.^ Gehret reports that both sides of the issue 

^Kenneth B. Gehret, "The Fight Over Sex Education, Ho. 
2," Christ1an Science Monitor, January 31, 1970. 

^Kenneth B. Gehret, "The. Fight Over Sex Education, No. 
3>" Christian Science Monitors February 7, 1970. 

^Kenneth B. Gehret, "The Fight Over Sex Education, No. 
4," Christian Science Monitor, February 14, 1970. 
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engage in vituperative and questionable tactics. On the one 

hand the John Birch Society accuses the proponents of accept-

ing Communist means under the guise of progressive education. 

On the other hand, the proponents accuse opponents of a. co-

ordinated effort among a number of organizations across the 

country to use emotionalism of sex education to launch an over-

all attack on education. The proponents also charge opponents 

of using the issue to build membership and finances. Opponents 

charge that proponents seek to put in programs before opposi-

tion can be heard, that the "conspiracy" is to alienate the 

child from his family, big business involvement of sale of 

sex course material, and that mass media favor sex education, 

frequently .making _ridicule....of. opposition. ̂  . . 

When a school draws parents in a cooperative effort, a 

stronger program can be the result, as evidenced by the Carle 

Place, New York, program. Useful ideas and programs can 

evolve that will suit the district's needs. Otherwise there 

develops a battle for decisionmaking p o w e r . E a c h side can 

contribute its share for harmonizing relations by avoiding 

^Kenneth B. Gehret, "The Fight Over Sex Education, No. 
6',n Christian Science Monitor, 'February 28, 1970 ̂  

^Kenneth B. Gehret, "The Fight Over Sex Education, No. 
9," Christian Science Monitor, March 21, 1970. 
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(1) lack of candor, (2) blitz techniques, (3) pmtting all 

students into sex classes, (4) threats arid harassrcents (5) 

protests based on rumor, not fact, and (6) misinterpreting 

l\ 5 

the educator's purpose. 

Opposition literature takes form in books and pamphlets 

which are reprints from magazines, primarily American Opinion. 

The Movement to Restore Decency (MOTCEEDE) published a state-

ment of principles which begins with the lament of a break- • 

down of contemporary morals and manners. MOTOREDE holds that 

the Ten Commandments form a binding code of conduct which man 

cannot violate without damage to himself. Man is born with 

a conscience which MOTOREDE intends to restore with influences 

which will guide the conscremre in a healthy growth alnd pre-' 

vent mutilation of the consciences. The immediate objective of 

MOTOREDE is to stop sex education in schools, but they are also 

concerned with narcotics, drunkenness, pornography and the ex-

hibition of filth in mind, body, clothes and language.^ 

Allen surveys the sex education problem from a conserva-

tive viewpoint. He points to the interlocking directors of 

^°Kenneth B. Gehret, "The Fight Over Sex Education, Mo. 
10," Christian Science Monitor, March 28, 1970. 

^The Principles and Purposes of the Move-ment to Restore 
Decency, (Belmont, Mass., 1969). 
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SIECUS, the NEA, Sexology and toe National Council of Churches. 

Some of the people, according to Allen, have strong leftist 

affiliations and activities. He also takes to task the amoral 

stand of SIECUS study guides. The film "How Babies Are Made" 

for use of kindergarten through grade six is denounced for 

teaching sexual reproduction. Fart of the educational program 

of SIECUS is to list as source information those who, accord-

ing to Allen, are purveyors of pornography and advocates of . • 

the New Morality. The increase of promiscuity and venereal 

disease in Sweden is shoxm as the result of sex education. 

The theory of sexual latency between the ages of six and ten 

is also expounded.^ 

Drake is recognized as one of the more vociferous-oppo-

nents of sex education. His first book attacks the members 

of SIECUS and their resource persons as being primarily inter™ 

ested in doing away with guilt or anxiety in sexual expression. 

He points out that venereal disease increases faster where sex 

education is in the curriculum, particularly in Sweden. An-

other objection is the lack of candor by school boards and 

administrators who introd*ace sex education programs without 

advising the community. Ee concludes that schools should 

An 
'"Gary Allen, 3e_x Education Problems, (Belmont, Mass. 
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teach the virtues of traditional Hebraic-Christian moral-

• . <49 ixy. 

A year later, Drake published a sequel which continues 

to attach the people serving with SIECUS. He states that 

sex information published by several SIECUS board members 

has an amoral approach. Questions for students from sex 

SO 

tests published by some SIECU3 members are also reported." 

Organizations which are promoting sex education and of which -

SIECUS board members are officers or general members are 

listed and those organizations show much interlocking. He 

links SIECUS primarily with Planned Parenthood and the World 

Health Organization. Other objections noted are the effect 

of the "Bi-ll-- and subtle suggestions- -of-interracial sex.^- -

Courtney expands on the assertions of Allen and Dralce 

and follows the same general pattern of denouncing SIECUS and 

those who serve on its board of directors. After charging 

^Gordon V. Drake, Ls the School House the Proper Place 
to Teach Raw Sex? (Tulsa, Okla., 1968). 

-^Gordon V. Drake, SIECUS, Corrupter of Youth, (Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, 196S) , p. 32. Some of the questions are multiple 
choice which ask about the effect of the size of sex organs; 
the best position for intercourse, and how long sex relations 
should last. Definitions of terms such as voyeurism, maso-
chism, necrophia and exhibitionism are asked. 

5llbld., pp. 1-53. 
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the National Council of Churches, the National Education 

Association and the National Congress of Parents and Teachers 

of an alliance with individuals who are left-wing oriented 

politically, she goes on to charge that those organizations 

are interlocked v/ith Communists. Furthermore, publishing 

firms such as Harcourt, Brace and World and McGraw-Hill are 

accused of investing millions in sex education materials 

and pushing for their adoption. Legislators who agree with • 

the allegations are submitting bills to restrict sex educa-

ti 9 

tion in public schools.' ~ 

Sam Campbell, editor of the Anaheim Builetln, published 

a series of articles on the sex education issue in Anaheim, 

California. Objections to the "program "included'̂  the use of 

slang in the classroom, the subtle replacement of Biblical 

virtues for a more permissive approach to pre-marital sex, 

and the school superintendent's impolitic handling of patrons1 

queries. Extensive qtiotations of Kirkendall, a SIECUS board 

member and author of material used in classrooms, were used 
r o 

to show his rejection of traditional views of morality."" 

C 9 
* "Phoebe Courtney, The. Sex Education Racket, (New Orleans, 

La., 1969). 

-^Sam Campbell, "Anaheim Sex Schooling Good, Bad? 
Case Study," Anaheim Bulletin, Anaheim, Calif., April 11, 
1969. 
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The allegations for and against sex education should be 

set into a frame work of rhetoric. The procedures of this 

study considers the rhetoric of social movements as the appro-

priate structure for the subject -under consideration. A 

survey of professional literature on social movements provides 

a rationale for the procedures. 

Griffin suggests that any movement, social, political, 

economic, religious or intellectual, is a proper subject for 

study, even though that movement may not be successful.-*^ 

The point of focus should be the configuration of discourse 

or acts of persuasion. Thus, a case study of a movement en-

ables a student to discover rhetorical patterns which may be 

applied in other situations. Griffin concludes that "Histories" 

, . . might well be conceived in terms of movements rather 

than of individuals.'0-^ 
e 

In every movement, there arises a period of !irhetorical 

c r i s i s " 5 o in which sides are taken in the issue. The events 

of the sex education issue related previously may be inter-

preted as a period of rhetorical crisis. Whether certain 

arguments appear irrational or unsound, or vice versa, as 

-^'Lelean M. Griffin, "The Rhetoric of Historical Move~ 
merits/' Quarterly Journal of Speech, XXXVIII (April, 1952), 
184-138. 

£ 55Ibid., p. 133. 55lbid. 
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basis for beliefs5 depends on one's standard of rationality. 

The conditions which tend to make a group of ideas 
acceptable to an intelligent person may be said to in-
clude : 

1. A selection of arguments which can be believed 
in the light of existing conditions 

2. Presentation by a person,or a group which can 
be believed 

3. Support or assertions by accurate evidence 
4. A logical inferential process 
5. Relevance to issues in- dispute 
6. The provision of reasonable answers to 

57 

opposing arguments. 

Movements, to be successful, should have some basis for 

rationality for a significant number of people. DeMougeot 

writes: 

The success or failure of the movement depends to 
a considerable extent on the presentation, of a rational 
case. 

A. The rationality of a case in turn depends 
largely on the extent to which it is based 
on existing conditions. A rational case is 
one set of conditions which may be quite 
irrational in another. 

B. In the usual conflict between needs atid fears, 
the decision will tend to go to whichever Is 

• • 58 

more muense. 

A movement typically follows a set pattern, wherein a 

felt need gives birth to an assemblage of data and the dis-

semination of the data in turn creates a crisis. The data is 

S^Uilliran R, DeMougeot, "Argument in the National Health 
Insurance Movement, 1932-1940,unpublished doctoral disserta-
tion, Department of Speech, Cornell University, Ithaca, New 
York, 1959, p. 5, 

J OIMd., p. 435, 



either ignored, used by the affirmative or attacked by the 

opponents. If the latter occurs there is an intensification 

of attack on the status quo. There follows an exchange of 

arguments which draws battle lines or a bipolarization, and 

each side tries to win adherents by presenting believablp 

arguments. A specific proposal is made to make the desired 

change by legislation which produces a second crisis. If 

there is a rational base, or no real or apparent opposition,-

some version of the proposed will be enacted.^ 

- The broad aspects of a movement--must be visualized in 

the light of certain behavioral aspects of an individual 

acting alone and as acting in consort with a group or organ-

ization.' The"way"an individual may act will depend on" his 

perception of the situation. 

Perception operates in at least'three ways in 
establishing a response'to a situation. First, it 
can magnify the observance of certain stimuli, giving 
them greater weight than they necessarily deserve. • 
Second, perception can diminish the importance of 
other stimuli which are competing for attention. Fi-
nally, an individual may actually distort the real 
meaning of the various stimuli he is perceiving.0^ 

5^Ibld., pp. 434-435. 

0vDon 2. Beck, "The Rhetoric of Conflict and Compromise: 
A Study in Civil War Causation," unpublished doctoral disser-
tation, Department of Speech, University of Oklahoma, Norman, 
Oklahoma, 1S55, p. 32. 
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A person perceives in relation to the direction and 

intensity of his attitude toward the subject or situation. 

Attitudes are built upon certain anchorages and thus to 

61 

change attitudes a modification of anchors is necessary. " 

Thus a person will perceive a stimuli in such a way as to 

strengthen or threaten his anchors and will react in such a 

way as to either strengthen his attitude, or to reduce a per-

ceived threat to his self-perceived attitude. 

The intensity of an attitude may be reflected in response 

-to social judgment instruments. In the social judgment ap-

proach, a response to an issue is measured in latitudes of 

acceptance, rejection and noncoramitmsnt of a range of positions 

on the "issue.' The greater the intensity of belief, the greater 

the latitudes of rejection, and the smaller the latitudes of 

acceptance and noncommitment. The lesser the intensity, the 

larger the latitudes of lioncormnitraerit. ̂  

Sereno found that a highly ego-involved subject reacts 

toward a high credibility source in such a way as to lower his 

evaluation of the source, and he would be influenced less in 

the direction advocated. A low involved subject will move 

^Don E. Beck, lecture notes. North Texas State Univer-
sity, Denton, Texas, February, 1970. 

^̂ 'Don E, Beck, "The Rhetoric of Conflict and Compromise," 
p. 40. 
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appreciably more toward the direction of a high credibility 

source than the highly™involved subjects, and his evaluation, 

of the source will change less. An important implication is 

that the amount of ego-involvement is an important variable 

in communication. 

Bauer suggests another important variable in communica-

tion. An audience is likely to behave differently in a nat-

ural situation than in an experimental environment. First of 

all} it will do its own evaluation of the source of communi-

cation. Then, "if the audience is confronted with a commun-

ication trying to convert it to a position opposed to its own, 

it is likely to see him as 'biased' . . . and come away 

strengthened in" its own convictions.^' 

The closer a comraunication is to a subject's position, the 

roore likely he is to assimilate the message, and the communica-

tion will be judged as factual and fair. On the other hand, 

as the communication is perceived to be a greater distance from 

his own position, he will view the message as unfair and prop-

agandists. In addition, a message perceived as divergent from 

/* O 
^Kenneth K. Serc.no, "iigo-involvement, High Source Cred-

ibility, and Response to" a" Belief-Discrepant CoriHiimication," 
Speech Monographs, XXZV (November, 1953), 475-431. 

^Raymond A. Bauer, ''The Obstinate Audience: The Influ-
ence Process From the Point; of Vie../ of Social Cora-7'.uiiication," 
Amer1can ?sycho1ogist, XIX (May, 1954). p. 328. 
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a subject's ox/a position will "be viewed as being more diver-

gent than it actually is. This is known as the contrast 

. 55 
ef recc. 

Another factor in developing opinions and attitudes is 

membership in groups and organizations. Hartley suggests 

that S!. . . social attitudes, opinions on social issues, are 

primarily group products,. The opinion of an individual is a 

function of his group affiliations.uo'J The kind of a group., -
$ 

a person will join will be an indication of the person's 

frame of reference and the. group will .provide an anchor for his 

attitude. "Social attitudes and opinions are in the largest 

measure reflections in the individual of his group affilia-

tions'" and can only^he^fulty '"understood if we explore the re-

lation of the individual to the group represented by the 

opinion which he maintains."u' The recognition of a position 

represented by an organization will be an indicator of the 

attitude on an issue held by members of the group. 

°^Carl I. Koviand, 0. J. Harvey and Muzafer Sherif, "As-
similation and Contrast Effects in Reactions to Communication 
and Attitude Change," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychol-
ogy* LV (September, 1S57) , 244-2*52. " " ~ 

/:(/c _ 
^"Eugene L. Hariey, "The Social Psychology of Cpinion 

Formation," Public Opinion Quarterly, XIV (Winter, 1950), p. 669, 

6 / y v „• <: 7 A 
•-*U IJ .1- V— 0 f* j^F $ V / U ® 
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The influence of groups on attitudes of their members is 

elaborated by Zimbardo and Ebbesen. An individual's attitudes 

and opinions are greatly influenced by the groups to which he 

wants to belong or does belong. Once the individual's opinion 

is made known to others, it is harder to change that opinion 

than when held privately; and, group membership tends to make 

the opinion known. However, within a group, a minority of 

two people can influence the majority if they are consistent 

£ O 
in their deviant responses.00 

Speaking of a referent group, Beck states that it 

. . . performs a normative function in setting and en-
forcing standards of conduct and belief. These group 
norms regulate the behavior of individual members 
within the social unit. They become internalized 
attitudes which serve as anchorages on the individual's 
frame of reference.69 

Individual stands on issues may be directly related to group 

contexts xvhich " . . . superimpose a structural and normative 

pattern on the individual."70 

Hoffer states that unification by itself intens1£ i e s the 

reaction, which in turn functions as a unifying agent. 

6oi'hilip Zimbardo and Ebbe B. Ebbesen, In flu uencing Atti 
tudes and Changing Behavior, (Reading, Mass., 1969). 

'Beck, "The Rhetoric of Conflict and Compromisep. 49, 69, 

70 

71 

uIbid., p. 51. 

:er, The True Believer, (New York, 1965), p. 116 
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When a person leaves the group lie becomes a renegade in the 

mind of the group and becomes an anathema. Hoffer states 

that renegades " . . . cannot stand on their own, bi.it must em-

brace a new cause and attach themselves to a new group. 

Group membership has its effects on an individual's atti-

tude and behavior. This fact becomes an important, ingredient 

to the analysis of arguments and the rhetoric of social move-

ments. Vfhare a radical division appears, confrontation may . < 

take place as a barrier to a change because presupposed re-

actions take .place. Scott, and Smith describe this confronta-

tion in terms of power movements where the goal is to supplant 

the power of traditional society. The act of confrontation 

becomes the ""message itself and "the victory is - in terms of 

being noticed.73 

Simons states that social movements have certain rhe-

torical requirements which include a leadership that must 

resolve rhetorical problems. These problems include the at-

traction of workers, the adoption of the purpose by the es-

tablished order and a successful reaction to resistance 

72 Ibid., p. 117. 

7 "3 
"Robert L, Scott and Donald K. Smith, "The Rhetoric of 

Confrontation,n Quarterly Journal of Speech, LV (February, 
1969) , 1-3. - " ~ ' " 
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generated by the larger striictitre. The leader has the task 

of establishing and maintaining an espirit cle corps within the 

organisation, giving rationalizations for privately held feel-

ings and social support. Once the movement is tmderv/ay it 

must make itself felt through pressure tactics to the end that 

the purpose of the movement is fulfilled.^ Germaine to the 

study of the sex education issue is the observation that 

"Persons most vulnerable to pressure tactics are the leaders 

of public institutions; elected and appointed government of-

ficials who may be removed from office or given unfavorable 

h75 

press; . . . 

In this "chapter, literature describing approaches to sex 

education has been reviewed along with reports of the contro-

versy nationwide and literature from members of the opposition, 

In addition, a theoretical base has been considered as a basis 

for examining the issue as an argumentation and a movement 

study. Procedures for the study will be explained in the next 

chapter. 

7 A 
• ""Herbert Iv,, Simons-MS.equiremeiits, Problems, and Strat-

egies: A Theory of Persuasion for Social Movements," Quarterly 
Journal of Speech, LVI (February, IS70), 1-11. " 

75rbid. , p. 9, 



CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH 1IETHCD 

Ail issue as volatile as sex education generates rhetori-

cians and. followers into a movement to promote change in the 

social status quo. In this chapter the format of procedures 

is set forth and brief bi03ra.ph.ical sketches of rhetoricians1 

who were interviewed are included. 

The procedures for the study were guided by an underlying 

philosophy of identifying social movements. The following 

questions constituted a broad framework: 

1. What are the idea clusters? 

2. What concepts underpin the movement ? 
3. I'Jhat organizational form does the movement 

take? 
4. Who are the rhetoricians in the movement? 
5. What specific Rhetorical (communication) 

techniques were utilized?-^ 

The first two questions were answered by analyzing the data 

by catagorizing the arguments in a format of a debate. The 

remaining questions were considered through an analysis of 

rhetorical activities of those involved. 

1 
Hoto from Don 3. Beck, Associate Professor of Speech, 

North Te^as State University, Denton, Texas, March 17, 1970. 
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The purpose of the study was to identify and describe 

the arguments used in the sex education controversy in the 

Dallas Independent School District. A formal debate on any 

issue is usually in the form of an affirmative and a nega-

tive which constitutes a dichotomy. In debate procedure the 

affirmative advocates change from the status quo and the 

negative defends the status quo. For the purposes of this 

study the affirmative position correlates to the proponents 

of sex education, while the negative refers to those who are 

opposed to sex education in the schools. Each side has a 

constructive position in which its general philosophy is set 

forth, but there Is also the responsibility to each side to 

reply to the..arguments of the.-other, -and-this is referred-

to as the rebuttal. 

The procedure followed for gathering data was the deter-

mining of arguments by those who were actively Involved in the 

issue. Personal interviews were sought of those whose names 

or organizations were recognized by the school administration 

or involved groups as voicing a position on the issue. The 

administrative official in the Dallas Independent School Dis-

trict who was charged with the responsibility of giving admin-

istrative support to the various committees relating to sex 

education was the assistant sup er in t end en t in chacprs of the 



elementary schools. His office has been responsible for keep-

ing minutes of the various meetings and has been the office 

through which various community-school activities have been 

channeled. Through his office, it was possible to determine 

most groups and leaders who have been active in the issue of 

sex education. 

The organizations and persons suggested by the assistant 

superintendent were contacted and appointments for interviews 

were made. The interviews with these individuals generally 

followed the interview guide in Appendix A« Tape recordings 

were made of all but two interviews, and in all instances notes 

were taken. 

~ After each ̂ interview" 1:he tape" was used to-'"complete and 

verify the notes. The information was then analyzed for argu-

ments within the general structure of the. debate as well as 

evidence to indicate rhetorical activities of the interviewee 

and others on the same or opposing side. 

In formal debates the affirmative side leads with its 

constructive arguments followed in turn by the negative argu-

ments, and the sides alternate in speaking until the end of 

the contest. Interviews with the rhetoricians were mixed in 

sequence where possible and when the interviewees were avail-

able. The order of the following biographical descriptions 
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is in sequence according to the date of the interview, and 

these sketches provide an insight to the individual and group-

attitudes . 

The first interviewee was the director of Planned Parent-

hood in Dallas. He studied iaedicine in Jamaica and began his 

medical practice by specializing in the treatment of venereal 

diseases. Subsequently he went into administration, hut he 

continued to lecture to young people on venereal disease and 

other aspects of sex education. He had been in Dallas for 

over a year, and he was not a member of other groups which 

had taken a position on sex education. 

The designated instructor of the teachers who were sub-

sequently ~to"'£each "tils"""subject of s ex" "e'dtic at ion "ill the "Dallas 

schools was a graduate of the University of Tennessee Medical 

School. He studied child psychiatry at the University of 

Cincinnati, and had a special interest 5n working with ado-

lescents. The partial title of his book to be published 

early in 1371 is The Fragile Alliance. This interviewee had 

been a staff member of the University of Texas Southwest Med-

ical School and was still available on a. consultant basis. He 

had three children in school. 

Among the opponents of sex education in the schools wa. 

a i'io--.i!i-ir oz caxXGren, one of 'ivnoivi haci an unhappy 
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experience as an outcome of a sex education class in school. 

The mother became an organizer of Citizens United for Educa-

tion (CUE)? which petitioned the school board for the dele-

tion of all sex education in the schools. Later, she became 

the secretary to the ad hoc advisory committee on Home and 

Family Life Education. Although her formal education ended 

with a high school diploma, she had researched the issue of 

sex education by verifying much of the information obtained _, 

in popular magazines and from MOTORSDS literature. 

Representing the M0T0B.SDE committee of the John Birch 

Society was a former Air Force officer who was a graduate of 

the College of the Pacific and the Air Force Institute of 

Technology -raaj or ing in the area of industrial management. 

He was a local businessman and the father of foxir children 

who had been, or were pupils fn the Dallas schools. One of 

his children had been exposed to sex education in school. 

During 1965, the Dallas County Medical Society appointed 

a committee to study the problem of sex. education in the 

schools. The committee studied the situation about a year 

and then sent a report to the medical society and to the 

schools. The chairman of that committee was on the faculty 

of the University of Texas Southwest Medical School, and a 

member of the American Medical Association as well as the 
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Dallas County Medical Society. In addition to teaching, 

lie was a specialist in complaints of the liver and connect-

ing organs. The public schools in Dallas had enrolled his 

three chiIdren.. 

Another • member of the advisory committee who vzas inter-

viewed was the pastor of a Presbyterian church in North Dallas. 

A father of five children, lie had considerable experience in 

counseling with the young people in his church. 

The chairman of the Home and Family Life Advisory Coram! t-

tee was a family counselor. He entered the ministry at a 

Baptist church in North Carolina before coming to Dallas. He 

was the first chaplain at Parkland Hospital where he instituted 

a training program for hospital chaplains. A member of the. 

American Association for Pastoral Counselors, he was also 

affiliated with the Dallas Council of Churches and its commit-

tee on pastoral counseling. 

Another member of the Home and Family Life Advisory Com-

mit i- O- 0 W cl £> an editor of one of the major Dallas newspapers. 

He ha.d four sons, two of whom, were in the Dallas school system. 

He was also a member of the Family and Children's Panel of the 

Community Council Board, a past president of the United Fund 

Board, and a past president of the Family Guidance Center. He 
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was on other committees which would he identified as being in 

favor of sex education in the schools. 

SISCU3, a favorite target of opponents to sex education 

in schools, was represented by a businessman who had recently 

become its president. An active layman in his church, he was 

also the president of the Mental Health. Association of Dallas, 

a member of the Planned Parenthood Association, and a director 

of World Neighbors. He had one granddaughter in school. 

One of the opponents of sex education in schools and a 

member of the Home and Family Life Advisory Committee, was a 

lawyer employed by an oil company. Originally from the North-

east, he become aware of sex education, in schools through 

magazines. lie _ became associate.^. .in. order .to ."pror.. 

tect" his five children of school age. 

The commentator for !SLife Line," a nationwide radio broad" 

cast representing the conservative viewpoint on most issues, 

was a native Texan. He was active in public relations work in 

Dallas and Pampa, Texas, and later in Washington, D. C. A 

father of two children, he was active with youth groups and 

was a Sun da}' school teacher. 

The pastor of the Memorial Baptist Church/in Dallas was 

also among the opponents of sex education in public schools, 

lie was a graduate of Howard Payne College and Southwestern 
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Baptist 3era!nary and had pastored three churches in the past 

seventeen years. He also served on the Home and Family Life 

Advi s o ry C omrai 11 e e. 

The other Dallas member of the SIECUS board of directors 

was a graduate of the University of Pittsburg and the Chicago 

Medical School. He was also on the board of Suicide Prevention, 

Mental Health Association and Planned Parenthood, He was in 

the general practice of medicine and his practice included . - ~ 

patients from a cross section of socio-economic groups. 

The spokesman for the minority report at the April 27s 

1970 DISD school board meeting was a mother of four children 

and the wife of an airline pilot. An active member of three 

"Parent Teacher Associations,~-she"was on the Dallas Council -- -• 

of PTA's and had attended national conventions of that organ-

ization. Other than her church, she was not a member of any 

other organized group. 

An opponent of SIECUS-oriented sex education in schools 

and active in public issues 'was the wife of a pediatrician. 

She was the past president of the Public Affairs Luncheon Club 

of Dallas, an advisor to the Dallas Health Museum, a member of 

various PIA boards and a member of the Doctor's Wives' board. 

She had two sons, the younger of which was in his?h school. 
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Another interviewee who served on the committee for home 

and family life was the Chairman of the Department of Old 

Testament Studies a*c tne Da 1 J_a s 'j.'neofogics 1 Semxnary« He 

left the committee in January, 1970, in order to spend the 

next eight months doing research in Israel. He obtained his 

B.A. from Koten College in New York, his Th.M. and Th.D. at 

the Dallas Topological Seminary, and he earned his Ph.D. at 

Harvard. He was concerned that children learn proper values 

and responsibilities. 

Only one individual who was contacted did not consent 

to an interview. He gave as the reason for his declining 

pressing business obligations. He was publicly opposed to 

-sex-education in the schools-. - — 

Personal interviews were the primary method of research 

to determine the arguments for and against sex education used 

in Dal],as. Written materials, such as minutes of committee 

meetings, reports and resolutions, were also examined for the 

purpose of undersLanding the arguments as well as recognizing 

comraunication problems. The analysis of the data is found in 

tne i" o 1 _Loa7 12ig cnapuer. 



CHAPTER IV 

AKALY3IS OF THE DATA 

An individual is influenced by that vzliich he personally 

experiences and then by the arguments which seem important 

and rational to him. An argument which may seem rational to 

one person will not appear valid to another. This is due, in 

part, to the meaning of the terms used. In the first chapter 

the definition of sex education was delineated and it. indi-

cated two thrusts: one biological and the other emotional. 

A discussion of the term as perceived by interviewees gives 

- a—setting -in which the arguments of--the affirmative and-the 

negative take place. After considering the term "sex educa-

tion," the case for the affirmative and the case for the 

negative are presented and each constructive argument is 

followed by a rebuttal. Following the cases, some side'is-

sues are reported and, finally, rhetorical activities are 

discussed. 

The Term Sex Education 

i-Iost proponents and opponents of sex education reconiiae 

that part of the definition of sex education includes t 

55 
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physiology of the human reproduction system. A biological 

study of man includes the "pltcabing" aspect of human anatomy 

and the physiology of menstruation. Beyond that aspect, dis-

agreements arise. 

Proponents of sex education in Dallas attempted to point 

•out that they did not mean copulation or how to make love. 

Combes suggested that "What1s involved when we have interper-

sonal relauxousnips as me;.i unu women. « • oux. mu.<-enoo& 

and fe.ualeness with other people, a much broader conceptual 

idea than just: reproduction. Wedderburu defined it as 

"The whole business of recognizing differences, male and re™ 

maleness, and the relationship with each"other"'as you get 

..older. The._yhoJLe. business, of. love, marriage and intercourse, 

its significance and the role it p l a y s . " 2 Gross added, "Fam-

ily life education involves, among other aspects, huitiau sex-

uality, premarital counseling, family planning, contraception, 

what it is to be mala or female, not specifically hew to- make 

•» O 

love or i.*ntercour s a „'f -

The opponents in Dallas were concerned with two problems: 

(1) that the teaching of sex education, would bocon-e involved 

Istatemenfc by Burton Combes, M.D., Dallas, Texas," July 14, 
1970. 

-Statement by C. C. wedderburn, PX aimed Parenthood, Dallas 
i e n a s , J u i y i u i n "i 

) U , 

^ rs ik ~ - v „ c-- • • . \ — Tl. <- **• »-» -•*- "> ** "r I # 

w O* I— CUi, li,C i i jf X *L* I* ^ O LJ 1 i o '1** ^ o «j, j * 1 
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with teaching about copulation; and, (2) that teaching of 

sexuality, or maleness and femaleness, is too broad and in-

definite. McDonnell felt that "After biology, one gets into 

morals, aacl the child knows this."4- W&ltlce viewed sex ed-

ucation in the biological framework plus the values arid 

morals which should be associated with it. 5 Felts contended 

that the phrases beyond biology are . . a garbled wish 

mash of terms and catch phrases."^ 

The argumentation began to focus in those aspects of sex 

education, which go beyond anatomical changes at the onset of 

puberty. Opponents wondered if the proponents were talking 

about good manners and how to be'ladies and gentlemen, or if 

.they were talking about more involved personal relationships 

between boys and girls. 

The Case for the Affirmative ft 

First Constructive Argument 

There are mer.y pregnane:7 es sziqog unmarried girls, in--

g.reasrng venereal disease among youth, and attitudes favorable 

"̂ S tat emeu t by Sam. McDonnell, K07G33SDE, Dallas, Texas, 
July 14, 1370. . ... 

-^Statement by Bruce Waltke, Ph.D., Dallas, Texas., 
S e p t e nib e r 3, 1370. 

1J Statement by Mrs. :>obby 7elts, C.U.2., Dallas, Texas, 
July 13, 1970. 



to free love which have bssu not3d as trends and should be 

c n a l l i e a.c u'SYfii'tJ- propoeev:ca gave rncxueaces whi.cn pumped 

out the problem of premarital pregnancies among youth. O11& 

reported that, in a group of fourteen and fifteen year old 

girls in South Dallas, 60 percent had been pregnant.^ Anothei 

said that a teacher in South Dallas had a class of twenty-one 

f f! 

girls and fourteen had been pregnant.5" 

A regional meeting of Planned Parenthood heard youths . 

front the University of Texas at Austin state that there were 

a number of pregnancies among girl students, and at least one 

new case reported to the medical clinic each day. They also 

reported many cases of gonorrhea on the campus.9 

A medical doctor reported that xiithi'ii ~a" two-month •span, 

six girls from a local college came fox* treatment. Pour were 

pregnant, one thought she was pregnant, and one had just had 

an abortion. Two young men came in with gonorrhea of more 

than nine days duration. They had waited for fear of punish-

.i. iO 

luc-ii L p 

These cases of venereal disease and premarital preg-

nancies are due, in the opinio:.! of proponents, to ignorance 7Coim ) 0 3 , 

°Statewe-.it by Ray Montgomery, SIECUS, Dallas, Tenae 
<" *1 r\ "•} t~i 

- j / - , 

2 c. ." d <=>• * rr. 10 fir o -
* » v... V- -V / 1..J. -L. i-A. © /- V' i. 
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of facts about sex. Boys and girls do not always know 

what caus e s pregnancy. 

Rebuttal.--There is no denial of increased incidents of 

venereal disease, unwanted pregnancies nor promiscuity. How-

ever, there are no statistics available on what sex education 

has or will accomplish. There are statistics that sex educa-

tion will magnify the problem. In Sweden there was a 300 

percent increase of venereal disease from 1949 to 1959. The 

rise in promiscuity and venereal disease was attributed to 

1 1 

the teaching of sen education in the schools. 

A personal friend of one of the opponents went to Sweden 

to see first hand what was happening. Ke was "appalled" at 

what he observe:]. "If they are having those problems, and 

doctors want to call a halt, why should we try it out?!:j-^ 

The negative also pointed to Anaheim, California, where, 

it was claimed, the first class to graduate after being. 

exposed to sex education from the ninth grace had a preg-

nancy rate of 50 percent. In addition, claims were made that 
1 O 

venereal disease was out of control. J"~> 

-ji - - • --
•Statement by Kelvin Munn, Commentator, Dallas, Texas, 

August 4, 1970, See page five above. 

"'"-Statement by Mrs. In le:i I-haro, Public Affairs Luncheon 
Club, Dallas, Texas, September 2, 1970. 

13KeDonnell. 
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Another believed that "Sex education itself is not the 

solution, but the kind of se>: education. The problem is how 

it is taught, the character of the teacher teaching it, the 

will of the community and the will of the administration."^ 

Second Constructive Argument 

Mass media often display suggestive scenes and erotic 

behavior that is conducive to unhealthy sex' atti tudes» Moi*e 

ideas about sex are propagated through television and movies, 

1 5 

and sex education may counteract these facts and information.""-

Another view is that "Kids are seeing ,Rt movies. They 

see it as part of a plot when-the -adult -sees it as a dirty 

incident . . . and then you. can discuss it: from the. standpoint 

of redeeming values and moral situations and everything. 

The. affirmative recognizes that many advertisements on 

television are sexually oriented, and this will tend to stim-

ulate the viewer toward distortions regarding sexuality. In 

addition, current movies many times display erotic scenes 

which influence the childrens' attitudes toward sex behavior, 

14Waltke. 

"^Statement by John Meeks, II. D. , Dallas, Texas, July 
13, 1970, 

?-6St 
Texas, July 15, 1970, 

T 6 
"•"'Statement by David L, Zacharias, Minister, Dallas, 
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Rebuttal. — Tbi s argument Is attacking the problem fro.n 

the wrons direction. "Rather than gear the education to the 

^ -j -i 

media, they ought to spend energies to clean up tha media.,,A/ 

The mass madia should ba discouraged from that kind of display 

that appeals to the prurient. 

Another opponent reasons that "You don't make a right by-

putting two wrongs together. I haven't heard any proponent 

protest: pornography. They want sex education because of it.n^u 

Ualtke agrees that the erotic displays need to be counter-

acted. He feels that it is the responsibility of society to 

show adverse effects of advertised liquor as -well as that 
which Hollywood - i-s. -producing. 

Others felt that the type of sex education advocated will 

not overcome unhealthy sen attitudes; but, the children will 

begin to think of the erotic as the norm. If sex education or 

discussions on sexual behavipr become a part of the curriculum, 

then the preoccupation of thought on sex might be considered 

proper. 

Third Constractive Argument 

Parental evasions and pear source miainformat? on lead 

to distortions about sex, and this pre,]udiee in hard fro change. 

"Felts. 

1 o Statement by Richard Peacock, Minister, Delia. ' : * ---

August 3} 1970. 
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In addition5 some children do rot have a home situation where 

information can be obtained. Parents are often "hung up" on 

the problem and feel inadequate to give information. The re-

sult is that many marriages flounder because of sexual in-

compatibility due to ignorance and mi sinforraation. 

Sexual inadequacies in people due to lack of sex know-

ledge has been the observance of one who was a hospital 

chaplain and marriage counselor. These inadequacies load to 

the inability of the individuals to participate in the mar-

1 o 

riage as mates.-1--' 

A minister observed, "I have found most homes do m in-

adequate"' job. These that are" saying" they"want it in the home 

are doing very little of it themselves. I haven't seen it 
brought out that home is doing a good job." ° In addition 

2 

ince children are going to get some information anyway /. 11 - t-

should be taught ir, a proper context with falsehood and half--

t ru tli a av o i d e d. 

The attitude that parents frequently coirmunieate is that 

sex is something dirty. This may be due to anxiety on the 

part of the parents or where there is only one parent in the 

^Statement by G. Kenneth Pepper, Pastoral Counselor. 
Dallas, Texas, July 15, 1270, 

n *\ 

C-. v- kl r„. ci tn . 



home. : ,Very few pa r a n t s f 2 2 l c o m f o r t a b l e enourjli t o s i t dcx-u 

and d i s c u s s huaan s e x u a l i t y zylth t h e i r c h i l d r e n and i t - ceo 

^ O 1 

ucsa^'-ci.'' Gross r e e l s t h i s i s a conspi ra .c^ of s i l e n c e , 

-i.notiier o b s e r v a t i o n i s t h a t H i s t o r i c a l l y p a r e n t s v?&ro t h e 

f o u n t of i n f o r m a t i o n j and c o n t r o l of c h i l d r e n u a s sxorc i sec l 

nhrougn t h e f e e d i n g of i n f o r m a t i o n . However, t h i s i s no 

l o n g e r t r u e , hacau&s t h e t e e n a g e r of today f e c i 3 t h a t tike 

p a r e n t 13 no l o n g e r r e l e v a n t as a p r i u a sou rce of i n f o r m a t i o n , , • 

The t e e n a g e r f e e l s t h a t t h e p a r e n t i s n o t as v e i l i i- ;fcraod as 

he i s , 30 t h e r e i s a c r e d i b i l i t y g a p . 2 2 

when t h e r e i s a l a c h of i n f o r m a t i o n i t i s u n f a i r t o t h e 

c h i l d bacar . se he needs t h e f a c t o of sen. so he can p l a n hon ha 

w'antj t o h a n d l e t h i s area- .of- h l o Ihf-e^ h u r t h e r , t h i s - t e n d s 

t o b r e e d m i s c o n c e p t i o n s xdnich shou ld be r e p l a c e d wi th con-

g t r u c t i v a i n f o r m a t i o n , One p roponen t obse rved t h a t n l t i s more 
» 

e n r x s c i a n ao gave m r o r m a t i o n so t h a t one can s o l v e h i s oan 

problem.* 5 2^ 

i - l e o t i - t c h . - . I d g e t t i n g i n f o r m a t i o n abou t sen from 

m o t h e r ^ i l l i c i t i n f o r m a t i o n , u n r e l i a b l e , an:1 cone-

~ a u o u i n g a t is_ o u t s i d e of au t h c r i t y . Otherwise, . 

•< *t ^""ihross t
 2 2 i : ea l ; s e 

'Lc:.tRomz 
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regardless of the validity of the information, if ha gets it 

in the classrcooat he assumes that not only is it valid, but 

that lie T/Ould not be given this information, in a vacui.ua; 

therefore, he is authorized to act accordingly.^ 

Furthermore, there is just as much chance for error in 

a classroom situation as may or may not exist in the home on 

the same subject. This talk of failure of the home lias not 

bean documented by studies or research. Questions raised by 

opponents frequently were: How much failure can be attributed 

to the home, and how much misery has been caused by the alleged 

failure?25 

Pate attended a recent National Congress of Parents and 

Teachers and—reported'that Sam Levinson felt that the lack of ' 

sex education had not hindered him in any way and that sex 

educators should stay out of his life. She felt that he ex-
ft 

pressed her thoughts very w e l l . 2 5 

If children are not getting sex education in the home, 

then educate the home. "I would rather have no information 

taught than having SI3CUS misinformation taught. Teaching 

error under the guise of authority is a grave mistake.!!2^ 

^Peacock. ^l-lann. 

^Statement by Jacqueline Pate, FTA Delegate, Dallas, 
Texas, August 15, 1370. Levinson is a television personality. 

27--',. •: 
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Fourth Constractive Argnmsnt 

Yom,? people need positive self images as whole per so TIE 

and the under 31 fc;,-idinof s e 11 aa sesxtal beings. A knowledge 

about the human body and its functions cannot help but melee 

it possible for people to be a little better, to function a 

little more healthily in all of their relationships. Young 

people need to recognize themselves as sexual beings with 

drives that they need not be ashamed of or feel guilty be- -• 

t- 9n 

cause o:: tnan/° 

Young people need information about their psyche, their 

feelings and life styles, and about living life as sexual 

persons. Also, youth need to see sex in a healthy concept 

"as natural and normal" to ""hum an beings, ̂  To avoid sexuality 

would give a person an incomplete viev? of himself. 

Rebuttal. --The aspect of a whole person does not always 

convey a clear meaning. ??1 !m not clear about the argument. 

Does that mean they are proud of themselves? How much of 

what thej'' are talking about is instinctive?""^ 

Sophistries! A whole lot of wordage, something 
to snow the average apathetic parent. He says to him-
self, f!I don't really know- -what they're talking about, -

^Statement by Bert Holmes, editor, Dallas, Texss. July 
15, 1970. 

) O OA 
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and so they roast be expert, and I'd better leave It up 
to them." That is the purpose of that particular phras-
eology. Iiobociy usee's to tell us we were sexual beings 
from. the clay we were bcm.^-

There is no need to overdraraatize the sexual side of 

life and sex. education gives too much s tree a to this side 

of one's life. :!I don't think there is a child born that 

doesn't know by the time he Is four that he is a boy or girl. 

This is an automatic process, and you don't have to throw the 

facts of life at them to teach them they are boys or girls. 

Some wondered if the 'word "sexuality"'means good manners 

and self respect. If this is so, then children have always 

bean taught proper manners and to have respect for themselves 

ana others. 

Fifth Constructive Argurneat 

Boys and girls need to understand and appreciate like-

nesses and differences in maleness and femaleness as to roles, 

natures 3 and activities. The recognition o:c differences as 

males and females and the relationship with each other should 

be taught. 3d 

Sometimes sex becomes an arena for expressing hostility, 

as a w%ans of putting people down. Thus, people need to be 

^ "LHcD ounill. . 

-3' -vi 7 e d d e :;hurn. 
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taught that emotions and feelings are a part of sa:i an;1 are 

^ A 

not to be used as weapons.^ 

One role which boyc and girls need to recognize is their 

membership in a family unit, and that the family unit is a 

natural and effective way to organize society. Basically, 

the family is the under s t ending of one another. Pr obi eras 

arise due to lack of information as to their roles in the 

family and in society, and sex education will teach persons 

their proper roles. 

in the homes. This argument is really a..cover-up for the 

K--12 program . . . where they can throw in bits and pieces 

of things we don't want. ,p -f-T-t-*en V.70 rinr,
1 +• wftv.t- r,35 The home has always taught the 

mother role, the tatner role, and the role of other members 

Nothing can really tal: ;lace of the home, so there i 

.1 for it to be taught in the schools. 

's role could be helpful, pro-The understanding of on 

vxoed tnere is agreement as to what triose roies should be. 

If the educators are trying to bring sex down to a cotasuion de-

nominator, then the outcome mould be as the Vernon1 s Liberation 

-^•Pepper 

Fate. 

i i U 

C 
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Movement.~^ The real need is to understand man's ultimate 

role in God's scheme of things. 

Sixth Cons true tive ArynKnent 

,3o>: education should be?;iri early and. cont5.nue throughout 

the school years. Youth needs to learn proper terminology of 

the parts of the body and the changes that will occur as 

they grov? up.. 

Young pregnancies come from all strata of life, and 

these are due mainly to ignorance of reproduction processes. 

If sex education could be included in the schools, we could 

coraarunicate a reverence about life, relationships, trusts, 

meanings and cares. This should help prevent irresponsible 

sex act ivity.J^ 

:!Onee a person has a lot of folk tales and folk stories, 

it tahes you quite a bit of. -talking and convincing of views 

to change them.""w Therefore, it is better to get them. accus-

tomed to right information early to prevent unwanted results 

later. With the openness of today's society, it is better to 

learn early, and facts can be presented appropriately to the 

age groups involved. 

-7 Phar o. . 3 " Gr o e s. 
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"lebt'ttai. --3ei education should be given when tha child 

evidences interest in the subject. This can be given in tha 

hoina as needed, and the child can be spared of being :;progteia™ 

rued.n"'4j* The need is tc folic../ the developmental pattern of 

the individual child. Sen. education should begin at the sixth 

or seventh grade with perhaps a filra on menstruation a little 

earlier, and then only with the child and parent attending•4-2 

A central factor is the. determination of precisely what 

is to be taught. If it is good manners, there is no dis-

agreement . But teaching contraception to twelfth graders means 

something that should wait until marriage. What needs to be 

"taught from kindergarten ""i s the sense of responsibility« 

Seventh Construetlve Argument 

School is the logical place to teach sex education, and 

it should assume thls responsibility. Since children are go-

ing to get sex information anyway, then it should be given by 

trained people in order to avoi;l falsehoods and half truths. 

Today's society is open in its discussion and attitude, toward 

sex, therefore the school is the logical place to teach about 

sexuality.^ 

/, •] _ • "r"Statement by Lawrence J. .ulute, attorney, Dallas, 

Texas, July 31, IS*70. 

^Pate. 

i!'':'2aoharias« 
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The school should supplement the home In sex education, 

because if It is done in school, it trill he done properly. 

Since parents are not always v / e l l informed and iuay have "hang-

ups5' themselves, the children should have a reliable source 

of sez information. 

The reliable place for sex information ought to he the 

schools because they have access to information on the subject 

as well as films and other teaching aids. Since many children 

are not 30x113 to get the information in the home or in the 

church, the school is logically the other channel for the facts 

4E necessary to solve their prohlen 

leourtai. — "i'lie sci'iooi is not responsible for sex educa-

tion, but it is responsible for academic education. The 

school is not responsible for teaching religion, and sen ed-

ucatioa falls in the catagory cf r e l i g i o n . T h i s is not 1 

say that the schools cannot teach right from wrong, such as 

noi" ~zo j.x, e, cnestv. or s \zea 1 % Deoause tease tlinfa clo not lur;< 

the aootional overlionaa that Li-rnan reproductiou can Cr O '> " *1 *,"* * *• tr* C t»- L i. i-/ I 
O 

Lorairty and religion cannot be separated, and teaching 

1.1 o - v c u: v.. ,L ei ̂  a ̂ d ct-i. -.1 p- -i.ip u o t~- 01. 8 8 ii 1 i a S OJA 1-1 lip El C t O11 p Q IT S O It a X 

Kiorais • Tnose v/ho want to change tlie morals of the next 

•-J' f 
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^eneratioo \rait to v/ork through the schools. c ~*.r, l ̂  C1 /"'<"* 
V .̂' W ' .. .. •. - l J V-- ^ A 

education advocates want to eliminate moral values in ovr 

• 6.7 
society. " 

Not only is the school not the -proper place to teach 

about se;c, it M. . . is a dangerous place to teach sex ed-

ucation because there is a fantastic opportunity for abuse o: 

a *p-t reccribea program. Furthermore, if a teacher gives the 

wrong information, it nevertheless has the stamp of author 

ity "48 

The Case for the negative 

F1 r s t Con s true t iv e Arfn..ira< 

rr%? 1 - - * • . t • •?«<*" "1 

The norae is rne rxgAnruJ. place for sex education" The 

home is the logical place for instructing children in this 

important area of life, beeatise sex cannot be taught properly 

without instilling moral values in the children.. The horae. 

men.. f , -1 , -? • "l ""J r 1 -1 • . "J . "S * 

xes'c ano most: reliable p.-.. ace to deal u:u:n tms 

/, o intluiat 0 sub i ec £• "yy> 

l: Oil U icy ..cniiuren taugut at tae early stages 

i j., .c e as. -• y p> ̂ i. a o c.- o „n i > t ui ,ia>. i a i. u \» l. *, i aa - -c e jj /- o •< j. ac- w x. ui .i v?. l 11 q h11 
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relatir.g to each ons ins positi-on \ritli God and V.oc' 3 plan ror 

the human recc."^ Ho one knows the child as wall as the 

parem: , an. 0, c j. 1a p a rui. *. nnows wnei.'. 1 y o - - s '̂a.̂y i~u 

about ce;:, 

Sex education comes naturally when parents and child take 

'up the subject when the child asks questions. It is nor 

natural nor healthy when the subject is forced, particularly 

when boys and girls are marched into a classroom together. 

There is no sure way to know if the purpose, when taught out-

side the home, is moral and adapted to the children involved.Ji 

. ... . Rebuttal, ------I agree thai sex education _.shoulct Jb.e done.JLn 

the home and in the church, but what are you going to do for 

those who don't get it from the home or church?"-5'- It would 

be fine if the people were teach:ng their children in the home, 

but not very many are doing this. 

One reason home training was not adequate was that _ vary 

few parents felt comfortable 'enough to sit: down and discuss 

human sexuality with their children; therefore, it goes m -

said.5- Teenagers feel that the parents lack up-to-date 

information in several areas, and this _ includes sex. 

5uI'ate. 3 ̂ Peacock. 

3 -n Ion tsomerv. :s J G ro s s. 
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A id.ni3ter stated, "I have found most horaes do an 3„n&d" 

equate job . . . These that are oeyiac they -rant it in the 

hones are dolus vary little of It thenisaives. iloiiie la the 

logical place to teach Christian faith, but wa still have 

Sunday school. Thus, there is little di cagreement that 

the hone is the best place to tsach children about sex, but 

too few homes are. doing it adequately. 

3ae.ond C01131n.tctiva Argustier;t 

odu Celt ion at school trill divide parents and their 

children. The program as it was administered divides 

children, teachers, and parents. Although little hao bee.::', 

announced in the Dallas Independent School District as far 

as sen education activities were concerned, soaie teaching 

of. sen education had tahen place. 

One mother related an incident in which her ten-year-

old. in- c a n hone iron school ard confronted his 'nether, aho 

be in labor nith her third child, and* wfith a 

very disgusted looh, said that he found on"; hov babies are 

born and ho:; the fathers fertilize the egg. Then he said, 

!;I hate you, and I hate all the Kornnles and daddies in the 

W U l J- ^ c;..-. -J JL -«r,.. t., ~ - C , u .J CI- J • ^ . • -0 ... .. ^ x j ._..n. •/ w v,. 
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that the children had seen a film at school which depicted 

huiuan reproduction, but sorae children did not totally under-

stand it. A classroom discussion followed the film. The 

mother had previously informed her children through books 

and pictures where the baby was being developed and its prog-

ress each month. It was some time before the division between 

parents and child was reduced. 

Most opponents are concerned that SXECUS-rscoKniaiJded 

material, which, advocate situation decisions, will be used. 

They believe, that some remarks of SIECU3 board members in-

dicate that percental values are not relevant in today5 s youth 

culture., 

Another mother explained." to her daughter that -one does 

not discuss certain things such as sex in mixed company. 

Then, !!VIhen the schools turn right around and discuss then, 

r c 

and then some, in mined company, I resent it wholeheartedly, T!-'-

This mother reported that other parents had similar feelings 

ci *-i O .L 6-nC3iS « 

Rebuttal.""The affirmative does not accept this conten-

tion- of the negative as a valid..argument... -.If there seems to 

be a division, the blame is put on the parents for already 

C- . '".C-v 
v.- , 5 r, i ... *?'" --.i 
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having a divided licrae. nI don't know how it -would divide 

them hut if it does it would be the parents fault due to he-

ins a-ntagonistic, . . . and they are probably divided on 

o tlier thin33 100.1:' 

"Teaching sex education in school will not necessarily 

or always divide the families. If sex education i. s ap-

proached properly it should strengthen families instead of 

dividing them because the child will learn his proper role as 

a family raenber. 

If parents get more involved in the sen education p?ro-

gram in the horae and school, then a unifying force will be 

present. Let the parent know what materials are beins nsed 

and how presented, and this""will prevent division in the' ' - • 

f aiaily. 

Third Constructive Argunect 

3en edr.catioit should be tarwht in a moral and religious 

content which hue schools cannot do. The teacher's attitud se 

will he transmitted to the children, eitlier consciously or 

unconsciously. Because of the nature of the subject, it if 

impossible to teach it as if tuo'rals do "not coma into it. 

57Zach.ar.U3, SDpepper. 
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Vf.ien teaching sex education involves mors than the bio~ 

losic&l QTi&as and functions of the hunugi body, then one is 

cettir.ir Into the area of morals. 

We know that by Supreme Court decisions, regardless 
of the intentions by individual teachers, they are pro-
hibited from teaching religion in schools, How can some-
thing involving morals be taught properly in the schools 
where thoy are forbidden to mention any religious con-
cept of whatever nature , . . It is "improper to teach 
something as if no morals are involved, 30 you are^ 
teaching him that the morals do not come into it. 5? 

A major concern by some opponents of sex education Is 

that atheistic teachers will be teaching sex education. This 

community is still theistic in general outlook, while teachers 

in universities are In an a-theistic . m a t r i x . ̂ 0 

Another opponent ashs, "How can you separate religion 

and morals? Ivhat legal right allows the teaching of moral 

questions when there is the separation of church and state 

Rebuttal. - -"A direct reply is 

I think £" the argumentJ is completely wrong. i don11: 
think morality should be brought into it, because I thitxk 
that morality is determined by each particular family 
group, and they are completely different. 

When jgu bring moral judgments cn It you defeat the 
whole purpose of the program which I think is for com-
munication without moral judgments. I think you ought 
to have people look at tin; information and make up their 
ova... rainds what they "rant tc do."'" 

"'-h'lclionueii, 

5 1 . . . £• eacoc 
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There is agreement that the schools cannot sat involved 

when teaching sets to fine points of creads of various church as• 

1-Iowever, there are daily reactions to a sjotara of values, ari'J 

sex can be taught in a context of a system of values based on 

A ̂  

the Golden Rule and respect of the individual.1""5 Another pro-

ponent added that family life education, can be taught in a 

dignified manner in school. Anatomy is not. dissected in a 
C[% 

moral "manner, and physiology is rarely done in a c h u r c h . . 

While the argument of values continued, there was a 

question of whether or not values could ..be. tatight. Further, 

"vlh&fc about the moral condition for those who don11 buy 

m o r a l i t y ? n T h e young people ought to know the problems 

"involved, and to line>/*the consequence's of "their decisions in 

the area of sex. 

Fourth Constructive Argument 

There are not qualified teachers to teach jseuc education 

in the schools. Evan, if prospective teachers of UQTZ educa-

tion are screened by the Dallas County Medical Society, and 

excellent Instructors are available to teach the teachers, 

0 ~lio Ime s. °i:-Gr o s c. 
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there 5.3 no "way for some parents to feel secure in letting 

^someone else teach their children about sex. 

:;They car;11 teach, my kids hov; to multiply the way the}?' 

ought to, they can't teach than to divide, they can't teach 

English the way they should «•- how can thay teach them about 

-» r C 

sex?t:j0 Parents confidence in teachers ability to I'xapart 

knowledge in academic areas was not very high; therefore, 

there was distrust of a teacher1s ability to impart proper 

attitude and knowledge in the sensitive area of sex. 

Because of the varied number of religious completes there 

are not many teachers who are qualified, !JI don't believe we 

can ever get enough fteachersj qualified to deal with this 

"subject "in an effective and meaningful- way without dietort-

ing moral and religious concepts. 

lleht-.ttal,—In general, Che proponents could agree with 

the argument, but it was felt that it was not an instirmount-" 

able prooiem. The argument w'£o "'A fair statement in a general 

sort of way. Teachers generally are not more likely than 

, , C 
parents to oe prepared to teach this subject. ° 

0 °F e 11 s. 5 7i-rv.uvi. 
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"Vhore are irresponsible people :Ui every field. It is 

difficult to get trained people, but this is not an insur-

mountable problem. hore schools are teing sot tip to handle 

the need of training teachers. It is important to have 

trained teachers; they must be screened. 

In addition to being knowledgeable in the subject area, 

tiie teacher needs to be skilled in group discussion techniques. 

The selection procedure needs to be carefully thought through. 

?lf th Cons uruetlve Ar ̂."urnau t 

do not know what is or raight be taught. Even though 

basic. rnaterlals..miay. .be made ..available uto. ...parents In. advance, 

there is a question of controlling what might actually take 

pxace in a classroora. If slang terms arise, how will they 

oe xiauQiea i vh.i.J. tne teacher xntroduca slang or simply use 

correct terms without the slang counterpart? How m i l the 

argument for sex relations prior to marriage be h a n d l e d ? 7 0 . 

The parent lias no way of knowing the noral code of the 

teacher even If it could be measured. The general background 

and experiences of a teacher affects his attitudes toward the 

subject, and consequently. the. attitudes d i d will be trans-

mi ttei to the pupil. 

"* • x xO,. •......3J*;/ « '' v'x .ILXIi";. © 



Ilebuttal. - --The preceding argvaent is based on fear and is 

evident of a r&ole line of attach on government, mass media, 

and school 3y3te;us which do not follow the thoughts of thzaa 

people. "'If a parson doaan't have confidence in the school . 

*7 1 

system, then ha shoald get oat of the cornnnity.:!/-1-

gvery subject has rials, and there are tha saiue problems 

of control in a class of democracy, Also, nTha profec oio-nals 

will have gi-ideli-es, and if they overstep we can hollar and, 

rnaba aoicasys7^ 

Some proponents. felt that this_ concern is genuine, There 

naedc to be a great amount of skill on the par'c of the teacher 

and the teacher needs to be thoroughly prepared \vhen going 

"into the discussion. If there is a proper heirarehy of con-

trol and proper training of the teacher, this fear can be 
~7 O 

leccened. • Par en to need to sit, in on the classes, and the 

problem can be greatly lescene:1. 

Ponstruetive nyguncn'I 

Children are not equally ready for sex information of ; 

parm.cu.'.ar ype at a given time. dex information should be 

.given to a child vdcen interest or car.lenity prompts the 

^ JdIo Ine s, / ̂Pepp er. 
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question. Trie parents locw when this occurs and they are able 

to answer the questions as they arise. 

A sixth grade girl, who -.fas immature for her age, was in 

a, mixed class studying hiiman growth and development. After-

ward , ' she beeEiiis difficult to live, with for a long time and 

never again had the same good relationship with her father. 

Other children have had similar experiences. 

Each child has a period when he is iininterested in the 

problems of sex. Usually between the ages of six and tan the 

major portion of the child's energy is devoted to learning 

academic subjects and motor skills. Explanations of sex in 

"advance of need is unfair to - the-child and- ̂ l-ac^~tuv-ttnaeces~ 

sary emotional burden on the youngster. 

!!I can see nothing wrong by letting a child be a child. 

The problem of young people today is they never learned to be 

a child; so, when they get out from the parental roof they 

revert to childish ways. rharo speculated that this-may 

be one reason for campus violence. 

hebuttal.--The above argument is another in which some 

proponents recognized some validity, ;iIt is a difficult 

thing, and there are differences in one s immunity and another. 

7 A 7 
'Felts. ' -"'Hicrc. 
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Peer group would represent the majority. u^° Individual in-

struetion would be ideal, but a compromise should be reached. 
*c 

Others argued that not everyone is ready for a subject 

at a given level, whether you are tall-ring about algebra, 

science or sere. Children ean Isara and become interested 

according to their age. Those nho-are- ready vrill grasp the 
7 7 

subject, but those who are not won't take it in. 

3aver,th. Gonatrue tive Ar«xrnent 

3one material Is not acceptable because man in treat;;:-! 

in a context nith loner animals, sometimes involvlmg 

-of--evolution. -- Some source material looks- only at- the-physical 

aspect of sex, comparing animal sex with human sex. In ad-

dition. attention paid to sexual aberrations is not neces-

sary for a healthy outlook nor noraal emotional development. 

In one textbook, there \7as no mention of God or religion 

in the role of nan's sext-al behavior. The book, stated evolu-

tion as a fact, not a theory. These source materials must 

take into consideration the beliefs of people other than the 

authors.^0 The naterials recommended by 3I12CU3 give the child 

more than he can cope nith.?3 . Jihere. is no nay to.gain proper -

valn.es from the materia1, available to date. 

7h-->. - 11*. 
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?>gV."ttal."-Usin;"?; animals In teivajs of studying physicl&3y 

can be useful in a child's life, ho animal has int el licence 

to t-nderetand seiaiality; uier. can voluntarily control his 

tr-
acts. ho-rever, much depends on the ro&tsrial and he;/ it is 

used. The source 'material is subject to control by the school, 

Another believed that the booh referred to was not the 

best; in fact, it s/as rather dell. The child needs to under-

stand the study from the concept of the whole man.^'L 

Eighth Constructive Aryneicnt 

Teaching about sex will encourage experfuientlno; ulth. it:. 

Sducatio*n-in-oe2cuality has developed support for--preiaarital . 

and extramarital se:s activity as nell as for deviant behavior. 

Venereal disease has increased to an alaraing extent in Svedea 

and Dennarh. A vJorld Health Organization letter dated January 

20, indicated a 300 percent increase in venereal disease 

cases in dreden since 194D.U/-

A personal, friend of one opponent visited dreden in 1370 

to see what v/as happening. The sex activity attributed to 

sen. educate.on supported the alarm of many Swedish doctors who 

petxtroned for a halt -of the se:r. education pro gran .in the 

' Op....... _ HI • os s . --Sachariau. 
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Rebuttal. -- Some proponents recognized the argunent as 

being pertinent 
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However, if it do£3 prove to increase sex activity, the pro-

grain can be stopped, although no clinical studies show that 

r» r> 

the program will increase sex activity".;-'u 

Statistics presented by the negative were not considered 

valid or relevant by the affirmative. If people have adequate 

information they are more likely to act responsibly than if 
n r) 

un in fo rme d o r mi 3 in f o rme d.^ 

Additional Icsties 

Issues were noted that did not bear directly on either 

side of the sex education issue per se» but were considered in 

the framework of idea clusters. One" example referred to the 

role of -members of SIECUS 'who were advocating programs of sex 

education. It was charged that many had selfish motives 

because of being connected with businesses which would make a 

profit. Cne contended that members of SIECUS had connections 

with publishing houses which sold sex education materials» It 

was also noted that "Jary Calderone13 husband runs a theater 

which caters to prurient interests. SIECUS members are charged 

with having a "holier than thoun attitude, yet each had per-

sonal gain p o s s i b i l i t i e s . 9 o The humanist approach by authors 

of books recommended by 3X2CUS was labeled amoral arid 

ft .. ° o 

J:' Cb pp 3 .£ * i-'iOh"! ..gCuQSLCy , 

~,p. 
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atheistic by a theologian. To him this approach was 

unacceptable. 

The question of sex education as being against the Con-

stitution was raised in one open meeting. The person who 

raised the question was challenged to cite the reference, but 

he said for them to look it up. The Life Line library had an 

explanation in the form of a letter to the editor of a New 

Jersey newspaper. 

If an official prayer constitutes a religious exer-
cise of ceremony in public schools, an act against the 
First Amendment (Engle case) then sex,, education is also • 
in violation of the Constitution. 

Compelling a child to take a sex course . . .is an 
act against the First Amendment in-limiting--the religious 
rights of the individual. 

An elective sex education course constitutes the 
establishment of a non-religious treatment of a religious 
tenet in a tax supported public school (Engle case), thus 
making it unconstitutional,^^ 

The problem of cost of the program was raised, but since 

there were no extra funds allocated, it did not become a major 

argument. If the school desired, it could have applied for 

a grcnt from the federal government for development a sex 

education program. 

The charge of sex education being a Communist plot was 

heard :'r> a speech before the advisory committee. Also, the 

9 It.Jjj I t-v 

O 9 
'-Kodestino P. Furlano, Morris Record, Hev? Jersey, 

January 31, 1969 
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problem of "conspiracy" against the middle class arose, not 

as a certaintyj but as a probability. Those on the liberal 

side of the political spectrum were viewed as sophists who 

would disregard the rights of those who did not agree with 

them.93 

The charge that the PTA was dominated by liberal indi-

viduals and directed from Washington was made at the open 

meeting of July 16, 1970. The speaker read from a document 

alleged to be a statement from the National PTA wherein sex 

education in the schools was endorsed. He suggested that the 

local PTA's withdraw thei r involvement. His recommendation 

did not gain support. 

Those'who were concerned with population control were in-

terested in sex education. The need of halting increase of popu-

lation in the United States and the rest: of the world should 

be taught in school. They suggested that the teaching of methods 

of contraception would be an addition to the. education prograin.. 

Internedjate Pos i tions 

There were several persons who had feelings that were 

moderate in. thexr views, of sex. education, Some proponents 

admitted that there was no control data to show the harm done 

^McDonnell. 
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withert sex education, although data is available which show 

that people can learn from instruction. Furtheraore, there 

was an appreciation for opponents who serve to died; the 

liberals in this area and point out the dangers surrounding 

the teaching about sex.'^' 

Others were concerned with freedom of choice, whereby 

parental permission should be necessary for the child to be 

taught sex education. If the parent had the right to choose -

whether or not his child would be given sex education, then a 

major concern was met, for it was..recognized that in some 

9 r-

areas the school would be the prime source for information* ^ 

In the position paper of the DI3D, the advanced approval of 

the parent would "be required for any'student to have a unit, 

film, or course in sex education. 

Another was inclined to favor sex education, but not as 

SXIiCUC proposed. If morals and values in the frameworh of the 

Juoeo-Christian tradition could be included, tlx six a "plumbing" 

course would be acceptable. The value system needs to be hept 

clearly in view and the sense of personal responsibility needs 

to be taught from kindergarten to the twelfth grade. In those 

areas of the city where premarital pregnancies were prominent 

n - be a need for ir. f . ormati on in a medical content. 

it ^ v i. 

O ^ rr _ 
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The arguments for and again31 sex education in Dallas 

have bseri considered in this chapter. Rebuttals to these 

argument s have been outlined following the con struct rive point. 

The clash represents the desire to solve a social problem by 

using the schools as opposed to a distrust that the schools 

are the appropriate agency for entering into this very sensi-

tive area of human experience. Laelc of control data was evi-

dent, Rhetorical activities of proponents and opponents of 

sex education in Dallas are reported in the follow:'ng pages. 

Rhetorical Activities 

The proponents of sex education .;ere_._quietly __£.ct_ive„ as 

early as 1355 when the Dallas County Medical Society appointed 

a committee to study the subject. Upon completion of the 

study, a report was sent to each of the school districts in 

the county. The report recommended a pilot project beginning 

with the sixth grade level.-''' The general public was unaware 

of this report. 

Members of the medical society and others interested in 

expanding the sex education program in the schools, visited 

the school administration as individuals urging the adoption 

'' :!Ciirriculua," unpublished report of the Dallas County 
i'i 'ri hi .a '-J ci «L O U wo. j j ^ ci - J- ̂  .i I f~\ S" 
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of an enlarged program. Those in Planned Parenthood and the 

Mental Health Association were particularly active. 

In addition to direct communication with the school ad-

ministration, various proponents throughout the city had 

spoken before various civic groups, churches, and professional 

organizations. These activities had not been reported in the 

press, but the proponent position had become known. 

One proponent had been in the position of publishing ed-

itorials on the subject, but otherwise, no proponent had his 

position published in literature,for general consumption. 

Those who were on the Home and Family. Life Advisory Com-

mittee did not hesitate to make their position known to other 

members of the committee-r- In addition, since the majority of 

the committee seemed, to favor a program of sex education which 

ought to be taught in a framework of common values, they sup-
* ft 

ported the committee's report to the school, board. The open 

meeting of July 13, 1970 was attended by several members of 

the advisory committee who spoke in favor of the school guide-

lines. The behavior of some proponents in committee meetings 

caused the opposition to feel that they had been labeled as 

"Birchers" or had "hang-nips" regarding the topic of sex. 

In summary, many proponents had positions in the commun-

ity which gave their view an aura of authority. They had 
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opportunities to speak before various groups as well as access 

to school administration officials, 

The opponents had different approaches. Except for min-

isters, they did not have the same access to civic groups and 

organizations as did the proponents. They spoke as individuals 

to school principals and members of the school administration. 

Some opponents made copies of talks to the school board and 

made them available to others, 

The MOTOREDE Committee was active on several fronts. One 

was printed materials which were available through the American 

Opinion bookstore. Several books, leaflets and pamphlets were 

sold at a small cost. Another avenue was a film attacking 

S1ECUS which was shown to various gatherings. This film con-

tained excerpts from talks by Mary Calderone. A third means 

of communication was public meetings where cmtsa.de speakers 

addressed the audience. 

Citizens United for Education (CUE) was formed because 

several opponents felt that their message was not being heard. 

On the basis of a petition bearing 1900 signatures and presented 

to the school board, notice was taken that a large number of 

patrons opposed sex education in the Dallas schools. CUE was 

not highly organized, but could gather twenty to thirty people 

on short notice, During the election campaign of candidates 

F O R the school board «, C^TE tô hl, 1 shed CIR &d V oT TI SERNCP T q°hi N T 

the position on sex education by the League for Education 
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LEAD ware conoiitted to cex a due at?*, on in the schools and would 

n o 

not consider the arguments of the opponents. while the 

other "party,n Corraaittes for Good Schools (CSS), was not men-

tioned, i.t was an appeal which bolstered the CG3 candidates. 

Opponents on tlx a KFLAG were in a minority and were able 

to give only a minority report to the school board. Some oppo-

nents attendee: the open meeting in July, 1970, but they did 

not attend in as large a number as the proponents. 

A fev; opponent3 were interviewed by local television sta™ 

iz.uO.is aaa newspapers• Tiiis activity enabled, thsui to have soma 

exposure of thei-r- arguments. Oris 'opponent had presented 

3 _ i . . . oui *•.•'j ou-ciu.e cs.̂.i.u .ic.u2i.£.i i_êj„sj-ciL-O.co ci'Ct maraoars or 

the state executive branch, of government. 

GppOiic;_"î .3 »..o jex eauca:;ion i.ti Dai.*.as had to rely rnore 

on -;/ora-or-uoutn as means fa?: inahing their arguments hnown. 

They felt the need of nnmbers for support and hOTCREDIL and • 

CUS helped to broaden their exFost:ra„ 

Stfra&ary 

The problems of sax education begins with an unde;; 

OO _G. •; .t. Uu~ i/..- C 

nost people agree tlizX it includes certain 

s:.J. a, c " O Xnî£z.i " : ' 8 p r c a u c g r o u t a . 
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"u,i puys-.-O-Q gy 1:0 xnerude and how far bey one. physiology 

-l L.:ie 3c.'.'.ooi curriculum expand Is the center of the con-

uove^/, .nie a:;̂ iriuctive points to the i:icrs£.Ge of sexual 

periu-.Jetf.veiass s as evrdance of a great need for an expended 

program of sex education. The proponents believe that the 

iuCiiiacc OJ. venereal disease and preiaa.ri.tai pr agnand&s are 

due r.o ignorance of sex information and concepts of young 

people's role as sexual beings. For the most part, children's 

i.̂ IOV/.-.e,ioe O.l sex IS ODtainecl frora tlie ''gutter*' and is dis-

torted id.til misinf onnation and half truths. Further distor-

txons or children's attitude toward sex came froia mass media 

such as books, magazines, movies and television programs and 

advertising.'"Since most parents are nbt"£ul£illing their 

obligations to teach their children in this area, then the 

school has the responsibility to teach thera about sex and sex-
0 

u a j . a e mors adamant proponents believe that the program 

Jl;0;i~"' -• •-O.~ ~ a.o S.Q..L J.J as possioxe in the school and continue 

un t .11 gr adua t i on. 

Iiic iie^aLive Oj-j.ers rebuttals to the affirmative argu™ 

uienta ana advances constructive arguments of its own, The 

opponents to sex education in the schools are fir/a in their 

ue.w.s=- ...ua-- •;.!£ -one is the only proper pla,;e for sex. educa-

u:': 3ai:cat:ion in tl'ic scl'iools Izcis LI W J. L 
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unwanted results as Increasing sex activity of the young 

people5 dividing the children from their parents, exposing 

the child to unacceptable material and placing an unneces-

sary emotional burden on the child. The problem of teaching 

sex education In the schools presents other problems such as 

finding teachers whose attitudinal background is acceptable 

enough to teach the subject. The parents cannot be sure of 

what will transpire in. the classroom even, should the materials 

be acceptable. If the curriculum is to include values, which 

it should if it is to be taught, then the schools are teach-

ing morals, the basis of which is religion, and this the 

schools cannot do. Unlike other subjects, if sex education 

is notr~properly taught, serious conse/qxiences--wd:ll -be ex • --

perienced. 

Between the affirmative and negative positions is a 
© 

moderate position which believes that teaching the biology 

of reproduction can be acceptable, In this instance, parental 

permission should be attained before the unit is presented. 

Further, i.f the context of the teaching is in the Judeo-

Chrlstian tradition, then a program might be devised that 

would be beneficial. 

The rhetor?cal activities of the rhetoricians included 

speeches and films. Some mass media were used in the form 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The movement for an enlarged program of sex education 

has been nationwide. In recent years the Dallas Independent 

School District has been under pressure to expand its pro-

gram of sex education to include subjects beyond the physi-

ological study of organs. Resistance to the movement has 

arisen to prevent its adoption by the school district. The 

school administration attempted to resolve the conflict by 

appointing citizen committees to work out guidelines for 

the school system to follow. This chapter includes a reca-

pitulation of the sex education movement in Dallas, a summary 

of the resistance to the movement and recommendations. 

Sex Education Movement in Dallas 

The sex education movement in Dallas developed as the 

proponents of sex education in schools pointed to the rise 

of unwanted pregnancies and venereal disease as needs to be 

resolved. The Dallas County Medical Society was the organi-

zation with the prestige and ability sufficient to investi-

gate the problem and make recommendations. A report of the 

96 
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study was sent to all school districts in the county. Members 

of the medical profession visited with the staff of the DISD 

to encourage adoption of a broad program of sex education. 

Planned Parenthood in conjunction with the Mental Health Asso-

ciation gave support to the proposal. 

The arguments were based on the belief that premarital 

pregnancies, venereal disease and other sexual aberrations 

were due to the young peoples' ignorance about sex. The affir-

mative argued that children were being subjugated to sexual 

stimulation by the mass media and needed to be educated in 

concepts of sexuality to prevent distortions of their roles 

as sexual beings. The assertion was made that a comprehensive 

program of sex education would reduce unwanted pregnancies 

and sexual permissiveness and lead to more responsible behav-

ior. Since the home was not educating the children in the 

area of sex, then the school was the logical agency to pro-

vide this education. 

Members of the affirmative spoke to various civic organ-

izations, parent and ministerial groups. In addition, a Dallas 

businessman and a medical doctor were appointed to the SIECUS 

Board of Directors. Thus, support was gained from several 

organizations. Individual proponents talked with officials 

in the school administration in the effort to have an expanded 
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program of sex education. The movement for sex education pre-

sented a formidable argument by the sheer prestige of its 

advocates. 

However, some weaknesses were discernable. First of all, 

some individual proponents had difficulty in realizing that 

there could be opposition to their program. Those who served 

on the advisory committee became aware of the opposition from 

the very first meeting; and, opponents were perceived as 

"Birchers" or simply persons with "hang-ups" who were not 

objective in their views. Non-committee opponents were treat-

ed politely when they spoke, but the response by the propo-

nents indicated that the speakers were not taken seriously. 

This action was perceived by the opponents as either snobbery 

or obvious rejection. 

Another weakness of the affirmative was the lack of spec-

ificity in their arguments and evidence. The terms "whole 

persons," "flexibility," and "sexuality" were not concrete 

enough for those educated in areas other than behavioral stud-

ies to understand them. The result was that the opponents were 

made to feel inferior, which resulted in resentment. The lack 

of specific curriculum and goals to be attained and the data, 

to show that the goals had been attained elsewhere without 
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damaging side effects led to a distrust or a non-acceptability 

of the proponent arguments. 

• Resistance to the Movement 

Resistance to the sex education movement was insignifi-

cant until about 1968, when publicity in the form of newspaper 

reports and magazine articles began to appear, reaching a 

climax in late 1969 and early 1970. Individuals became aware 

of the issue, particularly if they had school age children. 

In Dallas some children became disturbed over films shown at 

school. This disturbance was quickly discerned by parents. 

As the parents investigated the situation, they became aware 

of the local movement for sex education. Individually they 

appeared before the school board as well as the school admin-

istration but were not satisfied with their efforts. The 

realization that numbers wer.e important lead to action in 

the form of a petition with 1.900 signatures, which was pre-

sented to the school board in August, 1969. The organization 

became known as Citizens United for Education (CUE). The 

instigators of CUE were not members of the John. Birch Soci-

ety or MOROTEDE but were concerned parents who became in-

volved. The opponents educated themselves as to the merits 

and demerits of sex education. The main target of the 
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opponents was SIECUS, which to them represented the evils 

which were connected with the sex education program. This 

was due in part to reading literature by Drake and. Allen 

as well as literature advocated b}7 SIECUS. The negative 

argued that while the rise in promiscuity was evident, there 

was no evidence that teaching sex education in the school 

would reverse the situation. They pointed to Sweden as evi-

dence that sex education would actually increase promiscuity",' 

venereal disease and premarital pregnancies. The negative 

maintained that the home was the proper place to teach sex 

education in order that proper values could be instilled in 

the child. The lack of qualification of teachers of sex ed-

ucation was presented as an insurmoiintable problem. 

The negative gained most of their support by talking to 

concerned parents. , MOTOREDE showed a film to various groups 

which resulted in some support, but also some rejection, of 

its position. Life Line radio broadcasts reinforced those 

in opposition to sex education and influenced regular 

listeners to resist the introduction of the program in the 

schools. 

The negative was more specific in its arguments and evi-

dence but its weakness was in the selection of arguments by 

some rhetoricians. For example, in the open meeting of .July 
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16, 1970, one opponent denounced the National PTA for ad-

vocating sex education and then he admonished the local PTA 

representatives for being on the City-Wide Council. This 

argument may have alienated some moderates. 

The primary weakness of the negative was in their rhetor-

ical strategy. In the advisory committee meetings, they were 

perceived as obstructionists and unwilling to compromise. 

They were in the minority on the committee and felt frustrated 

because of lack of numbers, and attempted to make up for this 

deficiency by being definite and unwavering in their stand. 

At the open meeting of the City-Wide Council, the opponents of 

sex education did not muster the numbers to the meeting as did 

-the proponents. Some opponents-were perceived as "extremist" 

and the label reduced the acceptability of their arguments. 

Finally, the opponents needed, on the local level, support 

from professional people such as medical doctors and psychol-

ogists. The strengthening of CUE with such persons would 

have given them stronger source credibility. 

Re commendations 

The following recommendations are made for implementa-

tion and further research: 
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1. The Dallas school administration should continue on 

its present course in the area of sex education. 

2. When a teacher incorporates a discussion on sex ed-

ucation in a lesson, he should record the class discussion on 

audio tape. 

3. An instrument should be developed to measure the 

attitudes of parents and children concerning the various mean-

ings of sex education. 

4. A longtitudinal study of the effects of sex education 

in the public schools should be made. 

5. A study should be made to devise an effective means 

to screen those who would be assigned to teach sex education. 



APPENDIX 

Interview Questions 

How did you find out about the sex education issue? 
What means of communication were used? 

What does the phrase "sex education" mean to you? 
Is there more than one meaning? 

What is your position in regard to sex education? 
List your reasons for your position. 
What literature has influenced your position? 
How have you made your position known to others? 

What organizations are you a member of that are interested in 
this issue? 
To what extent are you involved? 
What positions have you .held? 

What groups or organizations do yoii recognize as agreeing with 
your view of this issue? — -
Who are the local leaders in these groups? 

What groups oppose your position? 
Can you name the leaders of these groups? 
How do you view those in these other groups? 

What is your reply to opposing arguments? 
(If he is not clear what they are, suggest arguments 
from those who oppose the interviewee's position). 
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